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The sleazy role played by the pharmaceuticals and plastics industries in the original
demonisation of cannabis and hemp in the early 20th century has been well documented in
books like The Emperor Wears No Clothes. But decades later, chemicals are still being pushed
on us at the expense of natural alternatives, despite the evidence that these real drugs are
addictive and often worse than the symptoms they were prescribed to cure. Meanwhile, despite
the countless millions spent trying to prove the slurs on weed use and the enthusiastic pouncing
on every shred of possibly negative evidence by the media and gung ho politicians, the case
against marihuana use has still to be made to stick. With a good dig around the alternative news
sources on the Net, it’s amazing the horrors that these twin obsessions of conventional society –
swearing by chemical drugs as the solution to psycho-social problems, and the belief that
natural alternatives can only make such problems worse – can produce. So in June for example,
we hear that the number of teenagers relying on drugs such as Prozac to see them through
GCSEs and A-levels has soared, with prescriptions reaching 140,000 in less than a decade. The
figures have alarmed experts so much they have demanded an urgent investigation to explain
why so many pupils are prescribed drugs instead of being offered counselling or therapy. The
revelation coincides with fresh allegations that drug companies have been exaggerating the
benefits of anti-depressants for teenagers. Mental health charities claim they may cause more
harm than good. The University of Wales department of psychological medicine has calculated
that as many as 100,000 under-18s have been given drugs, three times the number government
advisers have admitted. 'We are talking about people who have committed suicide who didn't
need to,' the department’s director said. The month before, the US Center for Cognitive Liberty
& Ethics, a non-profit policy centre devoted to protecting freedom of thought, felt compelled to
warn of parents increasingly reporting that school administrators are telling them that their child
may not attend school unless the child is placed on psychostimulant drugs. They were referring
specifically to the dramatic rise in medications like amphetamines like Ritalin or Adderall being
prescribed for attention deficit disorders. Also in May, the University of Birmingham reviewed
studies reporting associations between illicit drug use by young people and psychosocial harm.
They identified 48 relevant studies, and although consistent associations were identified
between cannabis use and both lower educational attainment and increased reported use of other
drugs, associations between cannabis use and psychological health problems and problematic
behaviour were “Less consistent”. "We are not saying that currently available evidence suggests
cannabis use is harmless.  Rather, we have found no strong evidence that use of cannabis in
itself has important consequences for psychological or social health,” said the report’s author.
Amid the controversy over "drugged driving" there are also divergent opinions that are seeing
the reputation of weed driving further attacks on the civil liberties of users at the expense of
scientific fact. In the US there's a federal push to see zero-tolerance DUID (Driving Under the
Influence of Drugs) laws passed nationwide. The proposed legislation would define drivers
found with even traces of illicit drugs in their system as impaired - without requiring any
showing of actual impairment. In the light of this, scientists at the Institute for Road Safety
Research in the Netherlands, reviewed the cases of 110 drivers involved in traffic accidents on
Dutch roads in an attempt to “estimate the association between psychoactive drug use and
motor vehicle accidents requiring hospitalization.” The study found that driving under the
influence of any alcohol dramatically increased the odds of getting in wreck. Even people who
consumed less than the legal limit had a five-fold increase in the risk of serious accident.
Drivers above the US legal limit were 15 times more likely to get in bad wrecks. Drivers using
benzodiazepines, such as Valium and Rohypnol, were five times more likely to smash up. And
the stoners? They didn't actually live up to the portrayal of them by the drug warriors as a
highway menace. “There was no increased risk for road trauma found for drivers exposed to
cannabis,” is how the authors put it in their abstract.No, we didn’t see so much of that in the

Daily Mail either. Nor was there any mention that
pregnant women with morning sickness and
children with attention deficit hyperactivity
disorder might try taking marijuana, according to
experts at an international conference in the US,
the Third National Clinical Conference on
Cannabis Therapeutics. One of the speakers was
the youngest known cannabis patient in the
United States, who at age 2 was given cannabis to
treat hyperactivity and anxiety. The dean of the
University of Iowa College of Nursing, no less,
discussed how cannabis can provide relief to
pregnant women with morning sickness, citing
studies done in Canada and Jamaica. Speaking as
a dad who’s two kids were successfully delivered
using cannabis as their mum’s only pain relief,
and someone who is old enough for his own
mother to have been offered (and refused, but
only on instinct) Thalidomide when she was
pregnant with him, I can only wish there was
more attention given to all sides of an argument
such as what we force our kids to ingest and on
what basis that decision is made.

Soft Secrets, of course, will continue to be a
voice of reason, which allows me segue into
welcoming the latest signing to our editorial
team, the legendary (and still very much at the
top of his game) Jorge Cervantes, one of the
most recognised grow specialists in the world.
Jorge is going to be sharing his pearls of green
wisdom in each issue from now on! Welcome
on board, Jorge!

This babe is well adapted to indoor SOG (‘Sea Of Green’)
techniques and outdoors gives magnificent yields! It's a pleasure to
smoke this delicious, delightful herb which tastes a bit like berries
and red grapes. With it’s uplifting and energizing Sativa high, it is
great for going out on the town at night or spending an active day
at the beach. In short, a joyful and exotic all-round variety that
you will want to grow over and over again. Definitely a keeper!

Genetics: Sativa dominant
Specifics: Tall and big frosty buds
Growth: An easy-to-grow and rewarding plant

Flowering time, indoors: 9/10 weeks 
Harvest outdoors: middle/end of October 

(at 50º N.L.)
Yield per m2, indoors: aprox. 500 grams
Yield per plant, outdoors: It’s possible to yield 700 

grams or more!

Photo: www.paradise-seeds.com
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Hi guys,
Believe it or not guys,
your "Soft Secrets" is as
sweet as a 9lb bud over
here in Northern Ireland.
If it wasn’t for the grand
opening of a local
Hydroponic store we
would never have come
across such a well put
together mag full of so
much info that it should
be posted to every
governing body in the
UK, and the rest of the
world. That out of the
way, I’ve grown a few
times in soil and got
reasonable results and
the smoke was always
good but for my last
grow I tried hydroponics.
This might sound strange
but I took 13/3 cuttings
of a friends Jack
Herer/White Widow

plants that were 4 weeks into flowering, (which took 25/30 days to come out of
flowering and revert back into vegetative stage). All 15 clones rooted within 12
days, 25 days later they where put straight into flowering in an NFT 424 system.
The pics I’ve sent you are a good
example of what to expect from
hydroponics. Picture 1 is of 2 remaining
Jacks that took about 2 weeks more than
the rest, as you can see I needed to
invest in some string, hooks and pipe
cleaners to keep them upright. Picture 2
is of the last Jack ready for harvest, I
must note that I already took a stem with
a few buds of this Jack, what you see is
the other half of the plant. Respect! 
Stevie, somewhere in Northern
Ireland

Hey Stevie, good to hear from our
Northern Ireland readers. You made the
right decision to remove the top of the
plant, stopping it growing upwards and
getting a layer of buds (scrog method). It’s
always nice to see a plant that needs
support because of bud size. Keep it green
over there, mate!
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Dear Soft Secrets
PoBox 17250, 1001 JG, Amsterdam, Holland  E-mail: softsecrets@ganjamail.com

Readers Stuff

Attention Guerilla Growers!
Fancy a FREE packet of High Quality Seeds? Feeling up to growing Master
Kush, Holland’s Hope, White Widow, Oké 47, BlueBerries, Sensi Star, Jack Herer
or Neville’s Haze? Yes? Then send us a picture of your garden, and we’ll send
you the seeds. And should your garden pic contain a visible copy of Soft Secrets,
we’ll send you 2 HQ packs of choice. Wait, there’s more! If your garden should
happen to feature your topless girlfriend or wife, you even get 3 packs, of prime
Black Label stock! (They don’t have to show their faces.)
Send all entries to Soft Secrets, PO Box 17250, 1001 JG, Amsterdam, Holland, or
e-mail them to softsecrets@ganjamail.com 
NOTE: only readers from outside Holland need apply! Naturally, all entries

are handled with the utmost discretion. Names, letters and adresses will be
destroyed as soon as seeds are sent.

Dear Soft Secrets,
Check out my first hydro crop, it’s me in da photo. Cold was a real problem, had
to add heat when lights were off. Only got 11oz off the girls collectively, but it was
a great smoke. Would like to see a girlz section in your paper, you know, like a
Bridget Jones type girlie grow stuff. Had many adventures myself in the male
dominated growing scene. The finger is for all geezers who have ripped off girls –
just cos they can!
Luv, M, Norfolk

Good one M, that’ll sort out those male chauvinist pigs! Say, can we have your
number for a hot night out in town?

Hi guys,
Love the magazine, plenty ov tips and
for free. Here’s a few pics from my
garden both are Nirvana B-52. Only my
second hydro.
Chris, Manchester

Dear Soft Secrets,
Got a copy of your paper a couple of
months ago and it’s the mutts nutts! The
grow began 4 months ago, and it’s the
first go so I’m quite impressed. The pics
are of 3 Everest Queens, 2 weeks from
harvest, you can’t see one but I’m sure
you won’t complain. High Quality Bud,
High Quality Pic, High Quality Totty!
Yours sincerely, TJ & Banana from
the dirty South

These buds are so fat the branches can’t
support them any longer, great job!

Hi,
Here's a pic of my girlfriend
Faith and my just harvested
Super Skunk grown in flood and
drain. 
Cheers, Jonny, Ireland

Hey Jonny, this looks like a well-
ventilated room which is perfect
for drying cannabis. Add some
darkness to the room and you’ll
create an excellent climate to
improve the quality of your
harvest.

Hi Soft Secrets,
Well, this is my little operation. I grow
under tubes and I get ok results. I have
tried loads of different seeds and a lot
do really well under the tubes. 
John, Dublin

Those little cupboards can be very
productive. Always a pleasure to see a
well-run garden big or small. Well
done John, you’re the man (in Dublin)!



Dear Soft Secrets,
Thanks for a truly great
paper. In the picture are 7
AK-47’s (Serious Seeds)
and 1 Skunk #1 (Seeds
Man) which are 16 days into
bloom. All grown from seed
in soil with a full Dutch
Masters’ program, totally
arse-kicking medicine, with
buds that look like they have
been dipped in a bag of
sugar. 
Cheers from Essex, 
Jesse & Frank

Lads, if you want to grow SOG style, using a lot of small plants that are given a short
veg time, it’s best to use large numbers and small pots. Try to grow them a little bit
longer to fill up your grow room, it will greatly increase your yield.
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Hello,
First try at
growing
inside. I love
the cannabis
plant!
Angus,
Barcelona

Impressive
bud, Angus!
Perfect end
of flowering!

Dear Soft Secrets,
How do you like this garden? I am so impressed! My bloke done all the work himself
just with the help of a book. This is only the second crop and they’re looking good.
Please place this picture as my bloke doesn’t know I’ve taken it. I wonder if he
recognises his own buds and boobs…
N., Berks

Nikky….?! Is that you?? Ah, that long hot summer of 2003 in Berks…. 

Dear Soft Secrets,
Thanks for your last gift
of Olé 47 & White
Widow seeds. However,
for now we have 2 x B-52
on the left, Hollands
Hope & Citral on the
right, all photographed by
my topless girlfriend!
Grown in B’cuzz with
Hydrotops grow & bloom
with a touch of Formulex.
Sam, Norfolk

Sam, stop a little sooner
with nutrients so the plants
will be more yellow at the
end of flowering.

Hi Soft Secrets,
Here is a photo of a mother plant that I
flowered off, but it’s a great smoke.
Once the plant is harvested I’m going
to build a bigger grow room as I am
starting to get some fantastic results. 
Jim, Belfast

Dear Soft Secrets,
For a free publication, your mag is the
mutts nuts. We love it, here’s a picture
of mrs. Nice in wit the mr. Nices (G13
x Hash Plant).
M & M, Manchester

Skinny stems, you need to hit your plants with a ventilator from early in veg so
the stems can grow strong and fat. Your plants will become bushier and not look
like a popsicle with buds on top. Sorry, we’re fucked again and don’t remember
which letter belonged to this pic…It’s all Mother’s Finest fault.

Dear Soft Secrets,
I had a nice result with
some Early Girls in the
wilderness, but I couldn’t
beat the nodding buds of
my indoor Warlock. Great
paper! I go straight to the
Page 3 lovelies…
Lenny, West Sussex

Lenny, if this plant did
provide a good yield and
flowered soon and fast
outside, it might be a good
idea to keep a clone of her
and save it until the next
growing season under
fluoros.
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Dear Soft Secrets,
Your magazine is great. A bit of advice if possible: I’m growing KC Brains 36 in B’cuzz
coco (passive) with a 400w HPS lamp, small fan and plenty of nutrients. Looking at the
photos, is there any advice you can give me about what I might be doing wrong? The
flowers aren’t brilliantly developed as I had hoped. Is there any advice you can give me
to improve the next batch? Thanks very much, your magazine is the best! I’ve read 300
times issue nr. 3 2003, issue 2 2004 and issue 6 2003.
Respect! Fred, Nottingham

Fred, your plants are too tall and skinny. We think you hang your lamps too high. Try to
keep your lamps at around 30 cm. distance to the top of your plants, and have a
ventilator blowing on your plants to make the stems fat and strong. It can also just be a
problem with genetics. Maybe this strain just is very stretchy and skinny. Because this
plant stretched so much the buds below don’t get much light and don’t yield much. Next
time, buy some decent strain, preferably Indicas, and top your plants so they stay low
and yield more. KC Brains strains are mostly adapted for outdoor growing. It may be
better to buy seeds from a different breeder that are specially bred for indoor growing.

Dear Sir,
Here’s some photos of my White Widow x White Rhino.
These are all 6 weeks into their 12/12 cycle. They were
grown for 4 weeks on 18 hours light, in a soil mix (All Mix
by BioBizz). I’m very glad I made the change to soil – as
you can see, got some lovely, big, sticky buds for my trouble. 
Martin, Lancashire

The Mylar is doing a good job at reflecting as much light as
possible to your garden so you can grow fat juicy buds with ease.

Dear Soft Secrets,
Here is a picture of my two finest
ladies. One is the wife, the other a
just harvested K-2. It’s my 2nd crop,
and things are just getting better and
better. 
Mat, Midlands

A beautiful bouquet of buds Mat,
perfectly grown!

Hi there,
just a pic of the wife to put in your mag
Soft Secrets
Sabrina the Witch, Cornwall

Sabrina, when growing Sativas that tend
to grow very large, you can bend the
branches several times during the growing
cycle, or just top the plants so you can
keep those Sativas under control…

Dear Soft Secrets,
Here’s a picture of my
Power Plant, ready for
the chop. I’m a first
time grower and am
surprised by my
attempt at growing. It
was growing under a
400w HPS in a home
made hydroponic
system getting watered
24hrs a day, also had a
water heater.
Dale, Scotland

Dale, that’s a beautiful
Christmas tree but you

wasted growing time really. The light can’t reach the lower branches so these will
only produce fluffy buds. If you want to grow big plants indoors, it’s best to top
them so they’ll grow wide.

Shalom Soft Secrets,
We are living in Tel-Aviv, Israel. We get your GREAT paper at the grow-shops in
Amsterdam every time we come to do some shopping. We’ve tried some of the
Black Label's Master Kush and Holland's Hope. We grew them in our room with
the rest of our girls(at this time it was Edelweiss). They look very green, big and
healthy. I would LOVE to try some other sorts from the Black Label collection.
Here also I send some pictures of my sexy girlfriend, in her favourite part of the
house... After we shot these photos it was hard to stop, and so we had sex in the
grow room (first time!!), something I always wanted to do...Here the summer has
just started, and everybody starts to grow outdoors, the weather is perfect for that
and light hours are almost 12\12 We can make three crops in the season, and it’s
usually very, very tasty. Shalom from the Holy Land!
Mr.P., Tel Aviv, Israel 

Well mr. P., we’re glad Soft Secrets contributed in spicing up your sex life… This
sure looks like a state of the art grow operation. Pest strips to spot bugs in early
stage, plants the right size to support major buds and a very clean and tidy grow
room which makes it very easy to work in and keeps diseases and bugs away.
Excellent job you’re doing there in Israel! Shalom, and may we say we adore your
girlfriend’s buttocks as well?



Dear Soft Secrets,
Yet again, another outstanding paper as a
newcomer to the H.P. style… Here’s
some pics of my crop, I would greatly
love to do my next crop of pure Northern
Lights, or old skool Purple Haze.
Dave, Nottingham

Dave, try to keep your plants under
control by topping them or bending
them. Plants that receive more light will
grow faster. An even canopy is not only
a beautiful site to behold but also an
indication of a high yielding garden.
Your plants now are too different in size
to grow them to their fullest potential.  

Hi
I’d just like to say
what a great
magazine this is. It’s
my first grow and I
wouldn’t have got
through it without
Soft Secrets. My
White Widow are 18
days into flower and I
am using a 600w HPS
light for flower and
fluorescent for veg. 
R, Bangor
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Dear Soft Secrets,
My first crop ever,
thanks for all your help
which has been
indispensable. Just
started to force these.
Much love to you and
your readers.
Red, Dorset

Dear Soft Secrets,
My first crop of Cali Orange, Afghani Kush and some White Widow just been
harvested. My girl Kelly would like to try Jack Herer & Blueberries please.
Chris & Kelly, Dorset

Readers, if you must print a photo, please do it on photo paper, not just on any paper.
If you send it to us, never ever BEND the paper, as you can see from this pic. We
would have thrown this pic away were it not for Kelly’s magnificent buds – and
tattoos! Cheers to you, Kelly luv!

Dear Soft Secrets,
My Blueberries, only 2 weeks to go, can’t
wait. Love the mag!
The Canna Kid, Kent

Canna Kid, when growing bigger plants,
you can easily tell that the lower branches
are underdeveloped and don’t receive
enough light if any at all. It’s a good idea
to remove these branches so the plant can
spend more energy in the upper branches
where the most buds are growing. We like
your shirt, you’re hip!

Dear Soft
secrets 
I have enclosed
some pictures of
my latest babies
(Blueberry 9
weeks). As you can
see they have
turned out well. I
enjoy reading the
paper, have almost
every issue and we
love what your
doin. 
Mark, Ipswich

Mark, you’re one
hell of a grower,
that we give you…

Dear Soft Secrets,
I recently discovered your publication
by way of my local grow shop in
Manchester. They don’t yet stock SS
UK, but believe me, I’m on their case
about it every time I visit! Some of
my friends were outraged that I’d
never heard of it before… It’s the
most informative journal of it’s kind,
and about time too! 
Mr. Green, Lancashire

That’s quite a handful you got there,
mr. Green! But from the looks of it,
we think you got some nutrient
problems. Try adding some more
potash! When growing healthy strong
plants, their potassium can run out
pretty quickly.

Dear Soft Secrets,
Here’s a picture of my first crop. 4 x
Blueberry under 1 x 250w which
produced 8 oz’s of nice bud. Not bad
for a first go! I’ve gone bigger this time,
400w light and more room, but got to
be careful as I live next to a policeman! 
Yours smokefully, Mr. G,
Southampton

Aah neighbours… Who could do
without ‘em? An air-cooled hood can
be hung much lower then normal lights

because the hot air gets
sucked away before it
comes in contact with
the grow room. It’s a
good choice of light
especially for smaller
grow rooms. Mr. G.,
you make the
beginner’s mistake
though by letting your
plants grow so big,
which is a waste of time
and yield really.
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Spring Glass Art Bongs
The guys at Spring Glass have been smoking bongs for many years
and in that time they’ve seen every type of bong come and go, and
smoked them all.  As your appreciation of the herb deepens the need
for a more refined smoke becomes apparent which is why they
developed this range of stunning glass pipes.
These are the bongs for the smoker who is tired of home-made or
acrylic bongs who wants something a little more, shall we say,
sophisticated but who also doesn’t want to break the bank.  Another
bonus is that these are not the type of pipes that need to be hidden
away every time your Nan comes round; thanks to their elegant
design you can pop some flowers in the top and she thinks it’s a
lovely vase.  There have been reports of non-smokers buying these
bongs for just that purpose.
The bodies are handmade from soft, or soda glass in China by skilled
craftsmen, where they are hand-blown using ancient artisan
techniques to achieve the vibrant colours and patterns.
The range is huge taking in numerous shapes, colours and patterns
from the naturally inspired Life range (featuring animal figurines) to
the downright bizarre Magic Lamp range.  All bongs come in
different sizes to suit all lung capacities from a baby 6inch to the
mother 22inch, there’s even a collection of stash jars and ashtrays in

the same distinct styles.   All the bowls are made from tough boro-scilicate and are in
themselves little unique pieces to be treasured.
Perhaps the best thing about these pipes is simply the overall look of them.  Rarely
are bongs so aesthetically pleasing in both shape and colour.  The range is big enough
to ensure you can pick the design you want in the colour you want and when you get
one you know it’s unique because no two will ever be exactly the same.  These are
bongs to be put on display and enjoyed whether they’re being smoked or not.

But now! Spring Glass is giving away a Lizard bong from the Life range to one
lucky reader! To be in with a chance all you have to do is answer this simple
question: How deep is Ibiza?
Send your answer on a postcard to: 

Spring Glass Art, 13 Lowthian Street, Preston,
Lancashire, PR1 2EP, England, UK 

and Spring Glass will pick their favourite answer
and may send YOU this magnificent Lizard bong!

For more info on Spring Glass Art bongs call 
+44 1772 204010 or visit www.springglass.com
or meet the guys in the flesh at the Highlife fair
in Barcelona, this october

By Chris Marchand 

The Missing Link from Bio Nova
This bold new product is the
latest development from Bio
Nova laboratories, and
frankly, there’s not a lot they
reckon it can’t do!  
The Missing Link is designed
to protect the plant from
harmful external influences
and boost it’s immune system
as well as increase yield and
vitality.
The premise behind the
Missing Link is that there has
been something missing from
our nutrient solutions in the
form of special trace
elements.  Bio Nova believe

that today’s intensive growing techniques essentially ignore the plants actual
requirements by providing them with only those elements measured by standard
analyses. The result is that plants are prone to deficiencies and vulnerable to attack
by pest or disease.   
The special trace elements provided by The Missing Link reflect those that have
been generated over millions of years through the natural processes.  That is,
elements produced through the processes of composting, absorption and release by
plants and animals, microbial activities and re-absorption.  These processes create a
complex polyelectric molecule that resembles DNA.  But what does this really mean
to the plant?  Well, basically it means that this molecule has the capacity to be either
negatively or positively charged as required and can easily penetrate each and every
cell.  In other words it is very easily available to the plant and once inside the cell it
can then provide it with what it needs to improve the plants defences and increase
the rate of assimilation of nutrients.  
The Missing Link continues in Bio Nova’s traditional high tech yet holistic approach
to growing and is designed to be used continually from first week of grow to last
week of flower.  Overdosing is impossible and it can be used with all fertilizers!

Available from: BioNova/Green Grow - Carlise (Wholesale/Retail) Holland
Hydroponics - Manchester, GroTech - Basildon, Three Counties Hydroponics -
Oxfordshire, Grow Systems - Norwich. www.bionova.nl

The PPPP iiii eeee cccc eeee mmmm aaaa kkkk eeee rrrr
from Joker
Here’s another product that goes to show how the
homemade hash market is ever expanding
throughout Europe and the UK.  The more people
start to grow their own; the more leaf is trimmed,
and we all know by now how truly criminal it is to
throw out the trim leaf without making a bit of high
grade hash first.  So, once you’ve extracted the resin
how should it be pressed?  For tiny bits pressing in
the hand is ok and for larger commercial slabs a
hydraulic press might be used, but what about the

bits in between?  That’s where the Piecemaker comes into it’s own. Made from
heavy duty polished steel in beautifully machined parts the Piecemaker certainly
feels like a quality piece of engineering.  Really the design is staggeringly simple,
inside the tube is threaded bar with plate on the bottom.  Once you have extracted
all your resin either through a dry-sieve or bubblesac fill the tube with the scuff
(dry resin powder - up to 20g is optimum) and simply turn the screw handle to
apply the pressure.  It is this application of pressure that bursts the resin glands
making them transform from powder to a more psychoactive piece of hash. 
In effect the Piecemaker is a vice in a tube and may not be a wholly original idea,
however it’s a very stylish way to press your beloved bit of hash.  What’s more
you get three coins with designs to press into the hash giving it that professional
touch, leaving you with a perfectly formed, well bonded “piece” you can be truly
proud of.  

For more info check out www.piecemaker.at

LeafCoat by BioBizz
The word “Organic” carries a lot of
weight these days, whether it’s in the
grow-shop or supermarket. The first
thing you will be told about an organic
product is that it has been grown
without the use of harmful pesticides.
However, bugs are always going to be a
factor in growing plants but many
growers no longer wish to use artificial
chemical pesticides, especially not the
guys at BioBizz, which is why they’ve
come up with Leaf Coat, a 100%
organic pesticide and more.  
LeafCoat comes in the form of a ready-
to-use spray that you apply to the
leaves.  In doing so you cover it in a
very thin, elastic layer of natural latex
1.5 micron thick.  This layer on the leaves was developed to restrain evaporation but
it has no restrictive influence on the plant’s growth.  Rather than shutting the leaf off
the latex layer is permeable, so air and light can still penetrate without restriction.
LeafCoat is self-degradable and after a week or two it will break down in the light.  
BioBizz say the product works in two ways and has a dual purpose.  Firstly, this thin
layer provides the plant with nutritious elements that the plant feeds off for the week
or two that the coat is on.  Secondly, the latex creates a protective sheath around the
plant that repels harmful insects and leaf fungi making it an environmentally friendly
alternative to pesticides.  In fact, LeafCoat has a lesser-known third use; it can also
be used to trap them where they are.  If you use LeafCoat first to trap the bugs you
can then very effectively neutralise them using another insecticide such as BuzzOff
(keeping it all organic, of course) as a second wave of attack.  
BioBizz guarantee that the product has no restraining influence on the plant and even
reckon that it smells good (as opposed to synthetic or toxic) and gives no irritations. 
As it’s that time of year LeafCoat should especially appeal to the outdoor growers
out there that have little or no control on the bugs around their gardens. With
LeafCoat you should be able to have an organic garden that is still a pest-free
garden!

Available from: The Organic Growshop - Lancs (Wholesale/Retail),
MaxiGrow – Sheffield, Hydrochronic - Torquay. www.biobizz.com
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Sensipro-Engineered Plant Nutrition
Sensipro is simple to use. Empty entire contents of the weekly box (corresponding to
your crop's week of growth) into 100 Liters of water, stir, and use. Sensipro Engineered
Plant Nutrition pH self balances between pH 5.5 - 6.5
Sensipro has been exhaustively researched and developed with over 2 years of field
testing where weekly tissue samples (of many strains) were taken and analyzed over the
entire life of the plant.
Analysis of the plant tissue samples determined the precise amount and ratios of
elements required, at specific stages, throughout the plant's life cycle. This analysis was
the basis for the Sensipro Engineered Plant Nutrition System.
Once the nutritional needs of the plants were determined, more research, and field
testing were done that incorporated other ingredients that proved to substantially
enhance yield, plant and root growth. These ingredients are Beneficial Bacteria,
Beneficial Fungi, Hormones, Amino Acids, Enzymes, Vitamins, Organic Plant Extracts,
Organic Ingredients, Yeast Extracts and Carbohydrates.
Sensipro delivers these ingredients to your crop in a specific chronological order in the
plants life cycle. All the guess work has been taken out! No other supplements are
required! Sensipro is strain specific, formulated in 5 different strengths to suit your
plant's specific requirements.

Available from the better grow-shops in the UK 

For more info e-mail info@advancednutrients.nl or visit www.advancednutrients.nl

Growcase: light tight; 
smell-free, silent and lightweight 

Kemi took third prize with their
Growcase for best product in the recent
Highlife Hemp Fair. The creators are
rightfully proud of their product which
does the job silently, completely smell-
free and is light tight as well as weighing
nothing. Cultivation becomes easier and
easier. The producers of the Growcase
invested a great deal of time in its
development and that paid off at this
years hemp fair. 

The cabinet measures 160cm broad,
60cm deep and is 201cm in height. It is
delivered in three pieces that easily click
together and so the cabinet is
immediately functional. 
Technical details: 1x 600watt Philips
SON T+ lamps including VSA, ITL tubes
to fill out the colour spectrum, an active

carbon filter with a temperature controlled extraction installation. In addition there is a
relay switch with a timer for the lamps, the fluorescent tubes and a switching relay; a
timer for the pump as well as a manual switch and a set tension point. The food vat
with plunge pump is connected to a PE circuit to which
sprinklers can be attached where desired. Temperature
measurements are taken at two positions and humidity is
measured in one.
The base is synthetic and can support 10-11 one-litre pots
and slabs of growing medium can be placed directly onto
it. Mapito can also be used after making a small
adjustment. There is a light tight hatch placed to make
access to the growing section easy and a hatch that makes
access to the food vat easy too. Like I said, Growcase is
light tight, smell-free, silent and lightweight. 

Info: Kemi Tel. +31 (0)299 666884 or
Fax: +31 (0)299 666725 www.growcase.com

Volcano even
more vaporous
The Volcano vaporiser from the German
company Storz & Bickel has been getting a
lot of attention lately. By applying a much
prized vaporising technique, this product
gives a threefold higher return when
compared with smoking. The Volcano –

System – Vaporiser removes the damaging substances. This product has a high appeal to
non-smokers. This patented technique works by steaming the aromatic fumes and sending
them via a valve into a balloon before being released for consumption by the user. The
active ingredients can be inhaled in peace, comfort and safety. Trade specialists know the
Volcano to be the most advanced and professional vaporiser currently available. The
precision and dependability of the air temperature is unequalled and has established new
standards. Material choices were made without compromise to quality and the Volcano
combines purity in its functioning with practicality in its shape as well as good safety
standards and an exceptional degree of efficiency. 

For more info: Storz & Bickel Tel: +49 (0) 7461 969707 0  or visit 
www.storz-bickel.com

The Hurricane by
Republic of Bongland 
It is not often that functionality and beauty
come together in such a fine example as these
hand-made water pipes from Austria’s
Republic of Bongland.  When you use a
Hurricane the smoke swirls in a vortex due to
tiny micro-holes in the body. As well as
looking pretty cool this mini tornado actually
cools and cleans the smoke.  As the smoke
spins the heavier tars are smeared against the
glass giving a healthier hit cooled by the
additional air. 
Another notable feature of these unique
bongs is their “splash-guards” attached to the
front of every bong.  These catch all the burnt
remains of your bowl and thereby keep the water in the main chamber crystal clear.
This gives you a cleaner, tastier smoke and also means you don’t need to wash it so
often.
Republic of Bongland have put a lot of effort into making sure you can pick a bong
that is just right for you. The Hurricanes come in three sizes: 600, 750 and 1000 and
can have either three micro-holes or six, which actually affects the way you smoke the
bong; with three holes the smoke is slower and thicker whereas the six hole has a
faster draw with more air. They can be either clear, frosted, gold or a combination
frosted with clear or gold window.  There are even four different bowls to choose from
depending on whether you are smoking grass or hash and in what quantities
All the water pipes are made from 100% boro-silicate glass and individually crafted
tension free which makes them remarkably unbreakable to even the clumsiest smoker.
If you do kick it over it is designed to break only the down tube, which is the cheapest
and easiest part to replace (you even get a spare). 
The Hurricanes have just made a big splash in the US and now finally make it to our
shores but with higher price tags it’s not surprising that these pipes are quiet rare. But
if you find someone who’s got one, they’ll tell you it was worth every penny!

Only available at Grow Systems stores,
Norwich/Cambridge/Peterborough/Ipswich

Canna Cutter – the miracle weed trimmer
When you first see the Canna Cutter, you are
convinced you must be looking at something they
send on Mars expeditions, but it is actually just a
simple machine for trimming those dope heads
into good shape. The Canna Cutter comes in a
Junior and Senior model and the speed and
efficiency of this well thought out gadget was in
evidence during the Highlife Hemp Fair. Thanks
to the self-generated extraction unit, a vacuum
cleaner is no longer necessary and the sound level is thereby reduced to a minimum. This
trimmer is very user friendly and is much easier to handle than most other similar
products. The Canna Cutter has been awarded the CE safety guarantee standard and
safety gloves and glasses are delivered as part of the package. An extremely fine mesh
grid ensures that leaf material loss is extremely low. The prices are also at an attractive
level, which makes these trimmers a must for anyone who is serious about his trade. 

For info visit www.cannacutter.com or call Ons Stekje Tel: +31(0)10-4202309
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Background

The Green Community is often
overwhelmed by incarcerations as a
result of unjust and damaging drug
laws.  While sitting around and
smoking a spliff is enjoyable, it most
certainly doesn’t do anything to help
others.  THC4MS presents a means of
giving back to the community by
accepting donations in either cash or
green form; that is, trimmings from
local harvests.  If you’d rather be
involved at a more “hands-on” level,
the Legalise Cannabis Alliance (LCA-
UK) is a great way to jump into the
fray.

A single-issue party, LCA-UK provides
a platform through which UK citizens
can literally take the law into their own
hands.  Hoping to eventually garner a
candidate in every town, the LCA
enables everyday people to establish a
majority of like-minded individuals
who are then able to tackle the issues
affecting their neighbourhood.  While

the party is becoming famous (or
infamous) for championing cannabis
and hemp access and legalisation,
concerned constituents are also
encouraged to take an active role in
determining the fate of legislation in
the realms of education fees, crime,
healthcare, and other far-reaching
issues.

“How to Legalise Cannabis” is the title
of the group’s info flier, which details
the actions of this registered political
party.  Whether or not politics interest
you, you can’t deny that you are
directly affected by local and national
legislation.  Everyone seems to have
an opinion as to how the country
should be run, but most people choose
not to become personally involved
with the legislative process on a
personal or local level.

Six volunteers at the LCA-UK form
their Executive crew and will gladly
introduce you to the system.  Acting as
administrators but not necessarily the
final authority, the LCA Executive
attempt to stretch their resources in the
most effective way without sacrificing
the principles and goals of which they
are proud.  Together these six “enable
the LCA to function as a political
party” but they could use some help.
All UK citizens are encouraged to
involve themselves in local, national,
or even EU elections.

The LCA-UK lends a hand to
campaigners, candidates, and even the
press and the public for coordination
help and information services.
Activities include posting fliers,
petitions, news and chat lists, letter
writing, and of course fund-raising.  In
this communication-friendly era, the
LCA is currently gaining exposure
through the Internet, via telephone, and
good ‘ol snail mail.  This is, of course,
a lot of work, and why SS UK is
highlighting their efforts in this issue.
Regardless of location throughout the
world, activists like the LCA cannot
survive without contributions, and
monetary gifts require human effort to
be translated into an effective party.
The good news is that the Alliance is
steadily growing, but along with the
influx of activities and events requires a
fresh supply of volunteers, cash, and
muscle.

The Legalise Cannabis Alliance has
witnessed and experienced government
action at all levels and has concluded
that elections are the most effective way
to have an influence over it.  This
includes having an impact upon other
politicians by raising awareness within
the “powers that be.”  This is not only
achieved through a leap into politics;
one of the easiest ways you can help is
by simply voting.  As the LCA see it,
you’re the ones electing and paying the
officials.  You have the right to decide
if you agree with their politics and the
opportunity to act if you don’t.  But
why, you ask, am I reading about this in
SSUK?

Current anti-cannabis laws are
damaging and expensive.  Even non-
cannabis users are often appalled by the
drastic sentences that first-time, non-
violent drug offenders face.  The LCA-
UK also believes that the environment
is indirectly affected as multi-national
petrochemical and pharmaceutical
corporate giants dominate our daily
routine.  While the party finds some
support in most others, their influence
is particularly evident within the Liberal
Democrats, Green Party, Liberals, and
the Socialist Alliance.  Far from an
amateur organization, the four-year-old
LCA-UK even achieves votes as high as
7.5%.  So why the sudden interest?
Local elections are happening soon in
the UK and the General Election is less
than two years away.  If representation

in a minimum of 120 constituencies is
achieved, LCA will be entitled to a
“Cannabis Party Political Broadcast” on
your telly.  Imagine that amidst the
usual boring political mud-slinging
common at election time.

May of this year brought a change to
many local voting systems, as all three
seats are now up for election.  Voters
get three votes apiece and can choose
three candidates within the same party
or give a second and third vote to other
platforms.  This means more votes for
LCA-UK but also a larger audience to
educate with public action such as
fliers.  With a large crew of volunteers
in tow, the only cost for influencing the
community lies with materials.
Hopefully many of those who offer
their time and effort will become
further involved by becoming a
“constituency agent.”

The responsibilities of these agents
include both high and low level
involvement.  Staying in touch with the
LCA is both necessary and helpful.
Communication with the local people is
also a basic requirement, whether by
seeking them out or acting as a contact
point.  Help is also needed in finding
one or more candidates in each ward, as
that person must live in their area of
council election.  It is then the duty of
the constituency agent to aid the
prospective candidate to find nominees
within the ward who are eligible to
vote, and these ten will add their
signatures to the candidates’ nomination
papers.  If you’re this involved, sneaky
politicians can’t play their games so
easily.  

The Legalise Cannabis Alliance proves
that normal people can regain control of
their towns and villages by simply
keeping informed.  If a career in
politics doesn’t interest you, there are
still many other ways to get involved.
Find out more at www.lca-uk.org or
email them at lca@lca-uk.org.  Pick up
great books and other merchandise that
directly supplement the organization at
www.lcashop.co.uk.

Legalise Cannabis Alliance
P.O. Box 198
Norwich
NR3 3WB 
England
UK

Norwich 13 Group May 2004Issue #3 ‘04 of SS UK featured the first
half of a short series regarding cannabis
access in the UK. Part one introduced
our readers to the friendly and hard-
working staff of folks behind THC4MS,
providers of free “Canna-Biz”
chocolate bars to Multiple Sclerosis
sufferers. Upon request and after
THC4MS receives proof of diagnosis,
the bars are prepared and distributed
to the patients for merely the cost of
shipping

“Do Your Bit for a Green
Britain” with LCA-UK

Organize and Legalise: 

By Kristie Szalanski
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Once the required knowledge and
materials have been gathered together,
we're ready to get down to the business
of sorting out our growing space as
optimally as possible for maintaining a
favourable climate. A grow space can
come in many shapes and sizes, but there
are a number of essential points that must
be adhered to whatever the eventual
format of your space.

Light
For a start, we need to ensure that the
space is made completely light-proof. In
order to bloom to its peak the cannabis
plant needs 12 hours of undisturbed night
and 12 hours light. Disrupting the 12-
hour night period leads to lower yields or
even completely failed harvests. That's
why you should go stand in your space if
this is possible and take a look to make
sure that no light is creeping in. If there
is, then you can get a special light-proof
tape that will blot out the holes and
cracks. A grow space that is not light-
proof can easily mess up your harvest
because the plants will become confused.
One of the most easily preventable things

that can happen is the creation of male
flowers on the female plants thanks to the
stress they have been exposed to. In no
time at all just a few male flowers can
fertilise the whole female planting, with
the result that you end up with buds full
of seeds. A good grower always checks
his plants so that he can remove any male
flowers in good time. It takes a few
weeks before a male flower can disperse
active pollen. It also happens frequently
that the plants find it difficult to come
into bloom when beams of light are
allowed to get in and they will as a result
produce a very meagre crop. Above all
watch out that any electrical appliances

left in the grow space or destined to be
left in there, because these usually have
tiny lamps that give off a lot of light that
can disturb the night's sleep of your
plants. Stick a piece of light-proof tape
over any lamps and lights.

Air tight
Once our plants are well and truly in
bloom and are producing gorgeous buds,
the development of their smell also
begins to at a pace. Our plants will begin
to spread a fragrant and somewhat
powerful odour, which makes it vitally
important that our grow space is also
made fully airtight. The grow space must
have a minimum of cracks or holes in it
from which the marihuana odour can
escape, and preferably absolutely none.
Once your plants begin to smell then you
will probably be visiting your crop so
regularly you will get quite used to it. In
this way you can become convinced that
your plants are making little to no smell,
when in fact neighbours or fellow
inhabitants are suffering from the stench.
One other important factor in addition to
the safety aspects of having an airtight
space is the control of the climate.
Creating a good climate is enormously

important if you want to get the very best
from your plants. So make sure when you
are setting up your space that unwanted
smells can neither get out nor drafts find
their way in. A third important point is
that any undesirable creatures and vermin
cannot find their way in to your space. A
good grow space is in effect a kind of
quarantine cell in which nothing gets in
or out without your say so.

Climate
Once we have the previously described
points firmly sorted out then we have
arrived at our eventual goal of setting up
the grow space, creating an ideal climate

in which our plants can develop into real
giants, growing and blooming at unheard
of speeds. Because the climate has to be
constant and even throughout your grow
space we need a ventilator (or more than
one) to make sure there is a good
movement of air. The plants will also
grow thicker and stronger in the stem and
will at the end yield more than plants
raised without a ventilator. If you have a
good budget at your disposal then you
might want to invest in a thermostat,
hygrostat or a thermo-hygrostat. You can
connect up the thermostat to the exhaust
ventilator, which will allow you to set
your desired maximum temperature - say,
28 degrees - for your space. If the
temperature rises above that, then exhaust
ventilator kicks in to bring it back to 28
degrees. The hygrostat can also be
coupled to the exhaust ventilator to make
sure that the required air moisture content
is maintained. If your space becomes too
humid then air is sucked out until the
right level is reached. With a dimmer
switch you can regulate the speed at
which the ventilator operates, so you can
run it continuously at a slow speed to
keep fresh air pumping into your space.

In order to regulate the air moisture
content we will need an air humidifier.
They are not too expensive and well
worth the investment. The nice thing
about them is that they usually come with
a built-in hygrostat so that you only have
to punch in the required air moisture and
the humidifier takes care of keeping it
there. Especially during the growth
period this works wonders. A plant can
double its rate of growth in humid air,
and this will help reduce the time spent in
the growing phase. Warming a large room
or a small growing space will make a
world of difference. Letting the air

moisture rise during the first weeks is
easy in a small space, but try it some time
in a whole room. It's just as easy in a
large space but then you will need a
whole load of expensive equipment and
as a beginner you're better off trying to
keep your set up low budget. Now you
can just as well throw some decent
money at getting your space well
insulated; each to his own.

We also need to make sure that on one
side of the space, down at the bottom,
there are holes for air to enter. These
holes are to let new CO2-rich air get in.
On the other side of the space, right at the
top, is where we place a suction pump.
This will suck up and remove the warm
air. Warm air rises, which is why we
place the pump at the uppermost point of
the space, or at least the highest possible
place. By fitting a carbon filter to the
suction pump we can remove at the same
time any strong odours. A carbon filter
and vacuum pump go together hand in
hand and are absolutely essential in a
garden set up such as we are building. A
filter will suffice for around five harvests,
or about a year. The pump must be of
appropriate capacity for the size of the

grow space, so first you have to calculate
the volume of that space. Casting your
minds back to school, we know that
multiplying length x width x height will
give you the volume of your space.
Always take a pump with a slightly larger
capacity than the actual volume of your
space. During the hot summer months
this can make a big difference in keeping
your growing space at a reasonable
temperature. Consequently, choose a
larger capacity - for example, for a 500
m3 space we might choose a ventilator
suitable for a 750 -1000 m3 space. The
great advantage of this is that during the

By Bart B.

grow your own

Growing for Dummies Part 4
How to build your own growing space

We make sure the walls are reflecting white and make a collection tray to catch any excess
water. We make a wooden construction that is placed about 15-20 cm off the ground.

After having fixed black-white foil on the walls, we also attach the same black-white foil to
our construction. In doing this we've made a simple collection tray. Watch out for any sharp
objects that might create holes in it.



cooler winter months we can let it run
gently and using little energy, the during
the hot summer months we can let the
throttle out and comfortably keep the
temperature below 30 degrees. A large
ventilator running at half speed makes a
lot less noise than a smaller ventilator
running flat out. Also, should you wish to
increase the size of your grow space in
the future then there is no need to buy a
new ventilator. You can never buy a
ventilator that's too large, only one that is
too small. It makes little sense to keep a
ventilator running flat out if it can keep
the space replenished with new air at half
speed just as well. By placing the air
input holes at the bottom of the space and
the exhaust at the top we create an air
stream that will carry the new, enriched
air from below, right up to the top on the
other side of the space, flowing over the
plants as it goes. This is great for the
plants, which can enjoy the fresh air to
the max before it is depleted of CO2,
sucked away and removed from the
space.

In order to keep pests outside we can use
a Nylon stocking or special socks placed
over the air input holes so nothing can fly
or creep in, which will help you avoid an
infestation later. Certainly do not forget
either that no light must be allowed to get
in through these holes to reach the space.
PVC tubes with a bend in them work
well to let air in but keep light out.

There are thousands of ways of making
sure there is a good air supply to your
space; they're all great, but there are two
main rules to bear in mind: by preference,
air in at the bottom, and keep it light-
proof. In a situation where you simply
cannot make a hole for the pump
anywhere then the best solution is to buy
a cheap door and make a hole in that for
air extraction. This is a frequently used
method by professional growers.

Square metre
That's enough wittering on; the real work
is about to start: the actual building of the
grow space. You do not need much for it:
just a single square meter, and everyone
has that somewhere, whether in the attic,
cellar or a spare room. What we need is: a
staple gun for use on wood, a saw, black-
white plastic, a drill, screws, scissors, a
few wooden planks - and a square metre.

What we are going to build is a screen
around the growing space. Let's suppose
you do use a single meter of a large
room, then it is handy to partition off the
grow space from the rest of the room so
this can be used for something else. If
you don't do this then the whole room
will stink later when the plants are
blooming. The big advantage of building
a screen is that the light from your lamp
will be utilised to the full. Light is
weight - that is to say, the amount of
light a plant gets will to a large extent
determine the eventual yield. By
building a screen around the square
meter that is then covered in white
reflective plastic, you keep the light
inside the growing space and on your
plants. If you don't do this then the light
will scatter itself all over the room and
so you will lose a good proportion of it.
Making sure that the sides around your
plants are of reflective white is the
cheapest way of raising your yield. It
don't get any cheaper or easier. Mylar is
the best stuff currently on the market for
reflecting light back on your plants. It is
a little more expensive than black-white
plastic but reflects some 99% of the light
that your lamp gives off back at your
plants. Mylar needs to be hung as
straight as possible to be best made use
of. It's very important for the set up of
your growing space to make sure it has
reflective walls, whether these are white
walls or hung plastic makes no
difference. 

The construction of a screen is a half-
hour's work once you've got the
necessary materials mentioned to hand. I
cut eight pieces of wood about 1.2 m
long, and six pieces of about 1.70 m. I
arrive at this length (1.70 m) as a result
of my cellar ceiling being so high. The
length you choose is best when a little
shorter than the height of the room or
space in which the growing space is to
be situated. If your room is 2 metres
high, then cut eight lengths of about
1.97cm. In other words, subtract a few
centimetres from the actual height of the
room.

Step 1 is pretty simple: we make a
wooden frame by attaching two pieces of
1.2 m wide to two pieces (in my case) of
1.70 m in height. This is done real fast
with a machine drill on which we place a

piece the two bits that need fixing
together, drilling a hole and screwing
them together.  Once we have our
wooden frame securely put together we
can stretch the black-white plastic tightly
over it. This is done most smoothly
using a stapler to staple the plastic in
place. Excess plastic can be trimmed
away once it's attached.

So now we have our first reflecting
screen. Onto this we need to attach one
more screen in the same way as we just
did the previous two, only using one
piece of the 1.70 m wooden struts less.
We just use the 1.70 m plank on the
screen we've just made and attach to that
two pieces of 1.20 m and one of 1.70 m.
Stretch and staple plastic over it and
again, trim off the excess. . Now we
have two pieces of screen attached to
each other. In this way we don't make
separate loose hanging screens. On the
other side we do the same and make a
screen there too, attaching it to the
already existing wooden strut of the first
screen. The result is that we now have
three screens firmly attached to each
other and with reflecting surfaces. This
construction you now place in the
chosen square meter that's your grow
space.

As we've already noticed, the screens are
a little bigger than the growing space.
This is so that we still have room for the
ventilator and suchlike to fit in. To finish
off, we once more make a single
independent screen with two pieces of
the 1.20 m wood and two of the 1.70 m
planks. The individual, loose hanging
screen is the entrance door to the
growing space. We put this against the
open side of the three screen box, and
our grow space is fully sealed off. Now
all you have to do is move the screen
door to inspect and care for your plants.

Now the light from the lamp stays in this
way in the growing space and you will
notice the difference this makes later
when you come to harvest your plants.
The smell of the plants is also kept
inside and can be easily removed by
filtered pump, so the rest of the space in
the room you can put to some other use.
Really creative growers of course can
make a real jewel of a grow space for
themselves.

Collection rack
A grow space should be easy to keep
tidy, and that's why I choose to build in a
sort of 'collection rack' into which the
plant pots will be placed. To do this we
build a frame 1.10 m wide, with a length
of your choice, and a height of 15 cm.
This is lined with the same black-white
plastic (ensuring there are no holes in it
now or later on). The advantage of such
a rack is that it just makes for cleaner
growing and this gives diseases less of a
chance of gaining a foothold. All rubbish
such as soil, dead leaves and splashed
water end up straight in this rack.  Once
the harvest is over it is very simple to
just sweep all this together and clear it
away and in no time everything is spick
and span for the next planting. If you
don't use a collection rack then, as many
growers do not, then in no time at all
your space will be transformed into a
space or room with a bit of dirt
everywhere you look. 

Also, if you have to flush your crop such
a collection rack will prove its worth.
'Flushing' is the removal of excess
nutrient or fertilizer from out of the
medium (plant pot). By giving the plants
way too much pure water the nutrient
residues are washed out, as are the salts
that accumulate from over-fertilizing
(salts are found in fertilizer). Some
growers choose simply to flush as a
matter of course every two weeks in
order to keep their medium as healthy as
possible.  With a collection rack you can
flush the plants without any problem and
without leaving a wet mess behind in
your space. Another advantage is that
when growing in soil you can let the
whole rack fill with feed water and leave
the plants to take what nutrients they
need from it. This is the same effect as a
plant pot standing in a tray. You have in
effect made an enormous tray, in fact.
The good thing about this is that the
plants will be more difficult to over-
fertilize because the plants themselves
decide how much they are going to take
up. If you need to be away for 3-4 days
then you can just leave the collection rack
topped up and the plants have enough
food for those few days. The rack then
serves as an automatic watering system.
Later you can easily switch up to an ebb
and flood hydro system.

So to recap: our aim is to make a light-
proof, airtight grow space in which the
fresh, CO2-rich air comes in at the
bottom of one side of the space,
circulates up and out the other side. A
sufficiently large suction pump ensures
the air circulates and ventilators mix the
fresh, incoming air with the air warmed
by the lamp so that the temperature is the
same throughout the space.  Just add
reflecting walls to maximise the effect of
the light and a collection rack for keeping
everything tidy, and Bob's your uncle.
The grow space is now ready for
planting! 

In the next instalment we'll be looking at
making our grow space operational.
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This series was made in co-operation with
Plagron; visit them at www.plagron.nl

To get the most out of our square meter, we
build a reflecting screen around it. In this
way we can better control the climate and
create a completely light-proof enclosure.

Once all the walls have been attached to
each other I choose to create an additional
collection tray in order to keep the whole
thing clean and tidy and thereby lessen the
chances of disease.

It is important to have entry holes for fresh
air to get in. Preferably down at the bottom.
The fresh air then circulates over all the
plants inside. From the growth period
through the blooming and beyond.



indoor
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After having dealt with a whole range of
soils for growing marihuana in my
previous Weckels World of Wonders
growing columns, this time around the
subject is going to be growing on a
soil/substrate of coconut fibre (or “coco”).
The reason for this is that there are
excellent results to be had using it. 

Back in the day, a lot of growing was
done in soil and that is still the case, either
mixed with compost and/or perlite. Earth
is a fine base for growing in its own right,
only there are a few drawbacks to its use.
These drawbacks include, among others,
the fact that there are seriously large
differences among the types of soil
themselves (think for example of the
differences in pH values). But similarly,
soils can contain a number of nutrients
that the grower is not aware of. Thanks to
this there is a high incidence of problems
from over-fertilizing when growing in
soil. The grower keeps his dosages strictly
within the limits prescribed on the
packaging, not knowing that there is
already a large amount of substances in
the (according to the packaging and
assumed by the manufacturers ‘pure’) soil. 

The “soils” we buy are mostly sourced
from a recycling company or in the most
extreme cases simply taken out of the
ground (mainly cut from peat beds that
occur in boggy areas) and often contain

therefore all the necessary nutritional
components. This is the reason too why
there are often large chunks of stuff (such
as vegetable matter) in the soil, and why
it’s not uncommon to find yourself
inadvertently bringing quantities of young
larvae and insect eggs into your growing
space. These you will soon be battling
with all your might with biological pest
controllers. 

Oxygen
To begin with the first example (the rough
vegetable remains and suchlike), the large
chunks in the soil actually do some good
by working as a sort of perlite and helping
the soil remain sufficiently aerated. The
drawback of these rough clumps is only
that they break down and are consumed
quite quickly, which makes the structure
of the soil soon become too fine. The
more fine the grains become the more
water is held in the soil and therefore the
less aerated it becomes. This forces the
spectre of too wet an under-soil to raise its
ugly head once more. Particularly when
you do not rapidly take a grip of the
situation, the under-soil can turn into a
pool of mud in no time at all, and that will
certainly not do your plant any good, since
the roots will suffocate from lack of
oxygen. 

Such problems are rarely encountered
when growing on coco, since coco fibres

barely disintegrate, if at all, so the
substrate does not become too boggy and
it remains well-aerated and the roots
continue to get enough oxygen. 

To return briefly to the issue of nibbling
larvae and insects: we will come across
these a lot sooner when using soil as a
growing medium. Of course, we can keep
them in hand by checking for the presence
of insects and other pests in the growing
space regularly, and if necessary fighting
them off with biological pest controllers.
But this is just the sort of activity that can
cost many a grower a lot of time. Happily,
we almost never encounter the problem
just described when we grow on stone
wool or coco. 

Health
The worst thing about growing on stone
wool, for me, is that it can really irritate
your hands sometimes (and I won’t even
go into the problems that contact lens
wearers can get). Especially when you
have a grow space of limited size, minor
irritations can mount up and before you
know it your hands and arms will be
covered in a rash. Also the tiny specks
floating around in the air that have come
from the stone wool mats are not exactly
good for the health when you’re breathing
them in. Of course, there are a lot of
growers who first soak their stone wool
completely in water (either with or

without added nutrients in it), but in spite
of this precaution there are still plenty of
moments remaining when they will have
to deal with the dry dust particles. Just
think of the moment when you first open
the packet of stone wool slabs and take
them out the wrapper.

Coco is the solution
A good improvement and perhaps a
solution to a lot of the problems
mentioned above seems to be afforded by
growing on coco. This is made from the
fibres that surround coconuts in their
husks. These fibres often have a naturally
high concentration of salt, thanks to the
fact that the coconut trees frequently grow
on or near a beach. Such high
concentrations of salt are not suitable for
the growing of marihuana and that’s why
the fibres are washed en masse before
being give a special treatment, which
consists of hot steam forced through it to
kill germs and/or other pests. This special
treatment determines the quality and
thereby the price of the coco fibre. You
can tell when fibre has had a good
treatment when the bags (in which the
fibre comes) have an RHP-mark present.
This guarantees that the coco fibres have
been washed, steamed and buffered. 

By ‘buffering’ is meant that the water in
which the coco fibres have been washed
was enriched with magnesium and lime.
These additives help ensure the correct
balance of minerals. As well as the
addition of lime and magnesium, buffering
also means something else, namely that
the pH-value can easily be shifted up or
down when we tailor the quantities of
nutrient we add to the water. When we are
growing in soil this can be a bit of a
problem, because soil is too reliable a
buffer and the pH-value of it (mostly
between 6 and 7) is therefore not so easy
to change. So this is one of the reasons
that growing on coco can deliver such
excellent results, as the correct pH-value
is crucial for a good growth, bloom and as
a consequence a good harvest, since the
plants raised with a good pH-value in their
growing medium will be able to take up
much more nutrients. 

A very pure substrate
Once the coco fibres have undergone their
treatment they are in some cases pressed
into little planks, which when they come
into contact with water, swell up to the
correct height. The fibres are often pressed
into planks because that makes them
easier and cheaper to transport, and much
greater quantities of fibre can be crammed
into the same packaging, since the air
between them has been squeezed out. As
well as this there are also fibres available
that have not been pressed and as a
consequence come packed in large sacks.
In the end the choice boils down to your
individual preference. 

One of the great advantages to growing on
coco is that the coco fibres are guaranteed
to be a very clean and pure medium which
means that you can easily get three

Using coco as a substrate

We allow the plants to grow in their early phase under special little
tents. These tents make sure that the air moisture content is high, so
that the plants can get under way even quicker.

In these two big vats of nutrient are the A and B food. The pump
from the drip irrigation system mixes the two nutrient sources at the
moment that the plants are given water by the system.
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harvests from the same bed of fibre. I
would not recommend trying to get more
than this out of them, since in the long
term even the best feeding base decays.
The reason why we can use the coco
substrate more than once is that the
fibres do not, or barely, absorb any
nutrients themselves. The plants
therefore extract their nutrients directly
out of the feed water and the excess
nutrients wash out of the substrate with
the water overflow, without leaving
loads of residue behind. 

With this one huge advantage, coco
growing eclipses all the benefits of
growing in soil. When growing in soil I
never, ever recycle the substrate, because
I am convinced that the chance is high
that I will poison my plants even before
they start growing. Soil has the rather
annoying property of filtering the feed
water, which soon means you have to
deal with accumulations and residues of
various fertilizers. In principle, the same
goes for growing on stone wool and
that’s why it is not advisable to grow a
second crop on the same stone wool
slabs, since it is all but impossible to
remove the fragments of root that remain
enmeshed in the wool fibres. Growing a
second time around on the same slabs
simply makes no sense since the dead
roots (from the previously harvested
plants) will stress out the young roots
from the young clones, being a source
for all sorts of root diseases and fungal
infections.

Re-using your coco
When using coco for growing on, the
above-mentioned problems barely raise
their head since we can really easily
shake the fibres loose (for instance with
a small scoop or trowel) and then
remove any dead root fragments. Such
an advantage also makes growing on
coco a bit cheaper than growing, for
example, in soil and/or stone wool, since
we can use the coco substrate for more
than one harvest.

For growing on coco we can best use a
base of fibre between 10 and 40 cm deep.
An even thicker base would for a start cost
us more, but much more importantly, by
keeping to this recommended height the
coco fibre remains nice and aerated and we
can more frequently replenish the plants’
feed water, with the aid of a timer and a
drip system. Precisely because we can feed
the plants smaller amounts more frequently,
we can ensure that they get the right
amount of food throughout their life cycle. 

After we have positioned the layer of
coco substrate, for example in crates or
simply directly on their growing tables
(depending on where we have chosen to
grow), we put the young clones (that have
been planted in pots of about 0.5 litre)
together with their pots onto the layer of
substrate. We leave the young clones
standing in their pots because this allows
us to move them again according to how
and at what pace they develop. The plants
that are growing less well in their growth

phase can be moved so that they are in a
better place as regards the quantities of
light they are getting. In this way we can
make sure that the plants have all grown
to the same height by the time they are
put into their bloom phase. We can only
use this technique of moving them around
when growing on coco, because this
substrate is so airy. It is all but impossible
on stone wool because when we want to
move the plants, we cause sever damage
to the root systems.

Obvious Steps
Towards a Better
Britain 
Joe Kane

I don’t know if it’s just the UK or if every other
country is just as fucking shit and we never hear
about it, but living in Britain in 2004 really is pretty
grim. Sure, everyone who counts (like voters) are
making more money than ever, but we’re also getting
robbed blind through taxation of one sort or another.
Even those who don’t actually pay tax get it up the
arse through tobacco, alcohol, hot food, clothes, you
fucking name it, we get taxed on it. Readers, I have
to say that I understand the need for taxes, and while
I think we’re maybe a bit over taxed, I do see that
they’re needed for essential public services. 

The problem is that we’re paying more and more all
the time, but we’re getting fuck all back for it. The
health service is fucked, public transport’s a joke,
public pensions are on the point of being scrapped,
the schools are shit, crime figures soaring etc, etc.
Ask why this should be and it’s always the same

answer: “There’s not enough money to go round.”

Basically, it’s bollocks. We’re expected to pay more
and more so the suits that run the country can twat
around in Iraq kidding themselves they’re “key
players” as opposed to American arse-lickers. It
wouldn’t be so bad but the whole thing has become a
fuck up of monumental proportions (thank you,
Dubya) and is bleeding us dry. 

Want a better future? Want to see the crime figures
come down and stacks more money in the public
coffers? Without any further ado, I present here two
ways to ensure the future prosperity of our country:

Legalise drugs; all drugs. Let’s face it, pretty much
all the crime connected with the drug trade and their
use is due to the fact they’re illegal, so obviously the
thing to do is to make them legal. Shit, just think of
the money the government would make on the stuff!
Overnight the country has money to build schools,
hospitals or whatever, and the hard boys will either
have to become legit tax payers or move onto
something else. 

Legalise the sex industry. Whether it’s pornography
or prostitution, the Brits have an appetite for it. These
are things that aren’t exactly illegal, but aren’t quite
legal either (a bit like cannabis). Reportedly, billions
of pounds are made every year from sex, but of

course nobody knows for sure cos nobody wants to
talk about it or acknowledge that it happens. 

The one big obstruction to all of this of course is the
church. I think we should follow the French on this
one cos they’ve got it fucking sussed. Worship
whoever or whatever you want, but do it in the
privacy of your own home and keep out of my
fucking face with it. Absolutely NO religious
imagery or trappings to be worn outside of your own
place: no religion in public, no crucifixes, no head
scarves, no saffron robes. Here in Scotland, I’d
extend that rule to the wearing of Rangers and/or
Celtic football tops. This would stop knuckle
dragging morons using it as an excuse to stab
someone. 

I know that it’s not that simple. It never is, and
there’s not the space here for all the finer points to be
given an airing. All I’m doing is presenting an
alternative to what we’ve got right now. An
alternative to something that isn’t working, though
the suits keep insisting it is. And, of course, in the
end all of this is just a beautiful dream that’s, like,
never going to happen. 

Later,
Joe

horribly_stoned_boy@hotmail.com

column

In this photo you can clearly see that the plants have been put in 0.5
litre pots, which we in turn put on the layer of coco substrate. In this
way the plants will remain easily transportable.

With the help of a dripper we can make sure that this Santa Maria (a
real coco classic) is given the correct amount of nutrients.



Soft Secrets: Jorge, what was
your first contact with
marihuana?

Jorge Cervantes: The first time I tried
grass was in 1969. I borrowed one of
my father’s tobacco pipes, and four of
my friends and I got into a car and
started smoking and smoking. We
finished a whole 
ounce of Mexican dirt weed. We
smoked for hours, like chimneys,
without letting the smoke go out of the
car. I got to a point where I felt as if I
were in a movie, The windshield was a
huge screen and I was looking at
myself in a movie! It was an incredible
sensation. I had always been told: ‘If
you smoke drugs, they will kill you!’
After that, I thought, "What do they
know? I’m all right". I kept smoking in
the US. Then I moved to Mexico to
attend university. The first day, as soon
as we arrived, the director started
preaching to us. ‘The police will arrest
you if they find marijuana on you, they
use dogs too’! All of a sudden, a guy

comes in and said: ‘I’m smoking a joint
outside - anybody want to come?’ A lot
of people followed him, including me!
When I went back to California in 1978
I started outdoor growing, from
Colombian and Mexican seeds, and it
was fantastic! The truth is, from the
moment I tasted it, I’ve always loved
marihuana.

What do you think off the
current political situation in the
USA?

They are idiots; cannabis is just a
political football for the politicians.
There is no relation between what they
do and say and reality. They use
cannabis to control people - two
million people are in prison in the
USA. This is an incredible statistic: one
out of every 149 Americans is in prison
now. Almost all politicians are afraid of
saying something that will portray them
as ‘soft on drugs’. The Bush 
administration promotes the War on
Drugs because it’s good for them. The

drug war creates a huge market for
police, prisons, lawyers, etc. There are
billions of dollars involved in these
enterprises. There are a lot of people
that don’t want to lose to their jobs. For
instance, if the police bust the owners
of a house and find drugs, they can sell
the land, the house, and all their
belongings and use the money for anti-
drug programs in their own police
department. They buy new weapons,

new cars, and new gadgets with that
money. There are lots of marihuana
growers in prison. The number has
increased in recent years. The problem
is getting so serious that more than 30
% of prisoners are there for marijuana-
related offences.
Prohibitionists love playing with
statistics, to use them to say what they
want to. It gets ridiculous sometimes.
For instance, if you go to hospital they
make you take a drug test. It doesn’t
matter why you went there. If you
smoke a joint and a week later break a
leg, you go to hospital and the THC

test is positive. So the report calls the
emergency room visit ‘cannabis-
related’. With these kinds of tricks they
show that emergency room visits due to

marihuana are on the increase. They
have to prove things are bad! As
another example, a local newspaper
where I lived in America claimed there
were 80 criminal gangs in the area. I
calculated the number of gangs, arrests,
criminals, etc. and found that 
each gang has 2.1 people. Two people
are a gang!

What inspired you to write
books about cannabis growing?

It was during the old days in
California, when I was working and
growing there. I read Mel Frank and Ed
Rosenthal’s Marijuana Grower’s Guide
and thought it was fantastic, the best
book I had ever seen in my life – and
really useful. I thought: ‘I wish I had
written this’. Around the 1980s I saw
my first indoor grow room, and
thought: ‘Hmm. . . . interesting, really
interesting. This could change
marijuana growing forever’. Then I
went to South America, and when I got
back in 1982, indoor growing was
becoming very popular, though not
many people knew much about it.
Some retailers were giving out bad
information because they did not know
any better. There were no good, simple
grow guides 
available.

I thought: ‘What can I do to help?’ and
first considered writing a book. I had
harvested a few crops and had a little
indoor growing experience. I started
asking people how they grew indoors.
With the information I gathered from
about 100 interviews, I wrote my first
book. It was an A5 format with 96
pages and really poor drawings. I had
to compose and print it myself – that
was a lot of work. I started selling the
first book in 1986, and it was a total
success: I sold 6000 copies. The second
year I did a new edition, much more
complete. Soon growers started calling
it ‘The Indoor Bible.’

When I first started my research it was
hard. Because growers didn’t know me,
they thought I was a narc. They thought
it was really weird that I just wanted to
see their grow room. After the first
book, many more people trusted me
and wanted to show me their grow
rooms, because they were proud of
their crop, and often because they also
wanted to ask me for some advice.

In total, Indoor Marijuana
Horticulture; The Indoor Bible, sold
more than 400,000 copies in Dutch,

Jorge Cervantes is one of the Cannabis Greats. But the author of such well-known
books as Indoor Marijuana Horticulture: The Indoor Bible, Marijuana Indoors:
Five Easy Gardens, and Marijuana Outdoors, Guerrilla Growing has not found
his expertise particularly welcome by the authorities of his native America. He
recently moved to the sunny Iberian Peninsula to escape the War on Drugs and
the reactionary American governement. Well, their loss is our gain, since from this
issue, Jorge Cervantes will be sharing his green wisdom in a regular new column
for Soft Secrets. By way of introduction, we interviewed Cervantes at his home in
Spain.
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Jorge Cervantes
American cannabis guru joins Soft Secrets!

By Jose María

Jorge Cervantes

I like good Colombian, Mexican and Thai

genetics. I miss the good Thai grass we had during

and shortly after Vietnam.
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English, German and Spanish. I’m
happy with the books sales, but more
important than the money is when
people come up to me and say: ‘Thank
you very much for writing this book,
it’s been really useful’. I feel the pride
of helping other growers. The books
are easy to read, I tried to make them
as grower/stoner-friendly as possible.
Now I am working on a series of small,
inexpensive grow 
books with lots of colour pictures.

How was it, writing grow books
in the USA?

It is not illegal to write about cannabis,
but if I go and write with my hand:
‘water every morning’, then I could be
accused of conspiracy to grow, so they
can give me a five years sentence. It
scares 
me, it really scares me, what they can
do it if they want to. The police have
way too much power.

If they find you with more than 100

plants, the crime is considered federal.
If they find one small clone they might
weigh it with the container it’s in and
claim: ‘this is all drugs’. Playing with
numbers. 
There are lots of different special anti-
drug units, they can do what they want,
as whenever they appear in newspapers
they are always written about as the
good guys. They think they are
untouchable.
Once they came to my house to
frighten me, six men dressed in civilian
clothes saying: ‘we have had notice
that you are growing here,’ and I told
them that this was not true, I was not
growing, and please leave because this
is my property. But they insisted: ‘we
have really good information and we
are coming in’. I said: ‘no, leave’, and
they began shouting me. I told them I
did not think all this was constitutional,
and they just demanded how they could
be sure I was not lying, and how if I
had nothing to hide I would let them in.
I answered I wouldn’t let them go in
without a warrant. One of them goes:
‘Okay, I am going to tell you in a
different way: you’re a father, tell me:

what would you do 
if a child rapist was hidden in your
house?’ I answered: "Are you calling
me rapist?", and all hell broke loose,
with them shouting and threatening that
they were they were going to get the
court order. So 
I’m like, ‘okay, but leave right now,’
and in the end, nothing happened. I
later read an article about this
particular group in a newspaper relating
how good they were, and saying that
during the last month had found 48
growers and had never failed. I knew
they had failed, and I don’t think mine
was the only one, but they never tell
the truth and do not have such good
information as they claim.

What were your first contacts
with Europe?

The first place I went to was Holland in
‘74. I loved Amsterdam, but I stayed
only a few days. I came back in 1984
and met Neville, owner of the Seed
Bank and the Cannabis Castle. I
travelled to Spain on and off over the
years. There was good hash and I love
the country. Eight years ago when I
came back to Europe, things were really
starting. I had already seen the market
take off in Germany and the UK. Today
Britain is on a steep growth curve
regarding cannabis. Holland is a bit
slow now. 
You can buy cannabis in the pharmacies

legally, but they have closed many
coffee shops. On the other hand
Britain’s laws show the most promise
for change. But things are changing fast
in Europe: the Swiss achieved in three
years what it took the Dutch 20 years to
figure out.

Do you have any quick ‘Guru’
tricks for Soft Secrets’
readers?

First of all, a really important thing this

time of year is that flowerpots must be
shaded, as they bake in the sun and the
roots can fry. It’s easy to water a lot. Let
at least 20 percent of your irrigation
water drain out of the container. If you
grow in soil, dig as big of hole as
possible, so roots will grow well, and
make sure they get enough food. These
are easy and inexpensive things that will
increase yield. A good rule of thumb for
growing in greenhouses is to have one
third of the volume filled with plants
and two thirds filled with air. The more
air you have, the better. With a little
work you can double your yields. If you
are growing indoors, always pay
attention to pH and EC, water quality,
temperature and humidity.

Which are your favourite
cannabis strains?

I love sativas because they make you
fly, go up and up. My favourite highs
have been changing over the years.
Sometimes you like one then get tired
of it. I like good Colombian, Mexican
and Thai genetics. I miss the good Thai
grass we had during and shortly after
Vietnam.

Could we finish with some advice
on taste?

To get the best taste from marihuana
you have to harvest at the appropriate
time: neither too soon or too late. Then

you must dry it slowly and in a cool,
dark place for at least two weeks - not
in 3 days!
Handle buds as little as possible until
consumption to preserve their resin
glands. Well-grown marijuana is most
potent and tastes best when cured
properly. I like to smoke joints of pure
marijuana so I am able to appreciate the
taste and aroma.

Thanks for talking to us Jorge, and Soft
Secrets is proud to have you on board!

The War on Drugs in the USA is getting
totally out of control…

If you think your customers would be as keen to read Soft Secrets UK each
month as we do, and you would like to receive copies of SS UK for
distribution in your shop or outlet, please fax us at: 00 31 73 547 9732 with
your business details or email us at maryjane@highlife.nl

If you are already a distributor, you can raise the number of copies you
would like to receive by faxing us, or calling one of the UK wholesale
distribution centres:

Beaver/The Lodge: 01322 273444
Avon Gro-Lite Systems: 01179 521379

Soft Secrets - essential reading for Britain's independent
tokers, growers and cannabusinesses! 

Attention grow-, smart-
and headshopkeepers
of Britain!

It is not illegal to write about cannabis, but if I

go and write with my hand: ‘water every morning’,

then I could be accused of conspiracy to grow, so

they can give me a five years sentence.

Today Britain is on a steep growth curve

regarding cannabis. Holland is a bit slow now.
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Summertime Outdoors
This Soft Secrets will be in shops in the
heat of the summer.  Many indoor growers
go on vacation this month and next.
However, outdoor grow shows are full
speed ahead!

Yes, there still time to plant seeds and
clones!  Plant seeds and clones outside
today!  Last year in Spain, I planted my
small garden in August.  The poor plants
received only two hours of direct sunlight
per day.  I still harvested 100 grams of
bud from 6 small plants.  If plagued by
cool northern temperatures, you are in
luck.  Plant clones outdoors in 20-50 liter
pots of light fast-draining soil.  I prefer the
least expensive fast draining mix I can
find on sale.  Use soils with lots of peat,
coco and perlite.  Set plants out on the
patio or anywhere they get sunlight from
10:00 until 18:00 for best results.  Midday
sunlight is much stronger than that of
morning or afternoon.  If you must keep
plants under glass or plastic, remember
that about 25 percent of the light will be
lost.  This is not important in the
summertime when vegetative plants need
less intense light.  Flowering, however, is
a different story.  In nature, marijuana
flowers when the nights get long and the
days short in autumn.  The sun is lower on
the horizon overhead and farther away
from the earth.  The sunlight is not as
intense now as it was when it was high
overhead.  When your plants are flowering
under less intense light, buds do not grow
as thick and dense.  If they are under glass
or plastic, less sunlight is available.

If you are growing in a greenhouse or in
containers on a patio, and your plants are
at least two months old, you can induce
the plants to flower now.  If you start
today, you will be harvesting ripe buds by
the time the next Soft Secrets rolls off the
press.  The technique is simple, but it will
take your daily attention.  The technique,
cover the plants after they receive 12
hours of light every day so that they will
receive 12 hours of total darkness every
night.  Doing this simulates autumn
weather and will induce the plants to
flower.  They will show visible signs of
flowering within two weeks.  Remember,
you have to cover plants every night so

they are “blacked out” and have no
exposure to light.  You could call this
technique “Zero Tolerance.”

The easiest way to “black out” a single
plant or a few plants is to build a
superstructure over the plant.  When you
build the superstructure, make it bigger
than the plant so that when you place a
tarp or dark cover over the plant every
night, it does not touch the foliage.  If the
covering touches the foliage, a wound
could develop, which will invite insects
and pests.  And, in the case of
inexperienced growers, confuse them!

Darkening a greenhouse can be a little
more complex and requires a trip to the
greenhouse supply store.  If the
greenhouse is small, it is easy to toss a
cover over the top. 

Your local newspaper or city website will
have a sunrise/sunset chart. Remember
dark is one half hour after sunset and one
half hour before sunrise.  For example, if
sunrise is at 6:00 and sunset is at 21:00,
the daylight hours would be 16 hours even
though there is 15 hours between sunrise
and sunset.  To give plants an even 12
hours of darkness, the plants will need to
be covered at 6 PM or from dark until
9:00.  As soon as it is dark outside, the
plants can be uncovered.  Avoid covering
plants all night because it will attract
insects.

You can also opt to bring plants indoors to
induce flowering with darkness.  If you
decide to move pots, a small hand truck or
containers on casters (wheels) makes
moving much easier.

Growers in Switzerland would put arc-
shaped plastic pipes in the ground over
plants.  Every night they would drag a tarp
across an entire field of cannabis to
simulate nighttime.  You can use this same
principle outdoors in your garden.  Build a
superstructure over plants and cover them
daily to replicate nighttime.

Continue giving plants 12 hours of
darkness every night.  If you are unable to
give them 12 hours of darkness, it is better
to give them more than less.  Fifteen hours
of darkness is better than 10 hours of

darkness.  Always make errors on the side
of darkness.  

Start giving plants 12 hours of darkness
and 12 hours of light now, and the
sunlight will be the most intense.
Increased sunlight will make buds form
faster and thicker.  There are also fewer
pests in the middle of the hot summer.
Pests and disease tend to attack outdoor
plants later in the season when they
receive less sunlight.

Smart growers plant more seeds or clones
now for a natural harvest in the fall.  It is a
small investment.

Fertilizer
Change fertilizer to a blooming mix when

inducing flowering.  Use a high quality
hydroponic formula.  Also pay attention to
additives and supplements.  For example,
PK 13-14 (P = Phosphorus, K =
Potassium) is one of the supplements that
plants really need before flowering.  It
makes compact strong buds.  Other
products that promote nutrient uptake will
help too.  

As always make sure outdoor plants are
growing as fast as possible at all times.  If

Basic Growing
The first column in Soft Secrets! Recently HIGH TIMES magazine and I
renegotiated my contract and now I can write for European magazines. I am
very happy to write for Soft Secrets because they reach more growers than
any other magazines in Europe. This column is all about growing!
Last year I bought a Nikon D100 digital camera and have been building a
digital library. You will see many of these new digital photos on the pages of
Soft Secrets. So far I have shot many publication quality digital images and
am looking for more all the time. Is your garden available to be
photographed for the pages of Soft Secrets?

Please contact me at jorge@marijuanagrowing.com for questions. I will do my
best to answer your questions by return e-mail and/or publishing them in this
publication.

Indoor growing is taking off all over Europe. I believe growers are most
interested in learning simple time saving growing techniques that they can
implement immediately. I will tailor this column to the time of the year,
answering questions in relation to climatic conditions. I am writing to
growers from northern UK to southern Spain with a lot of climates in
between. I will do my best to address all climates and growing conditions.

Strong roots are the building blocks of a heavy harvest. Clones have been rooting for 10
days and have a strong enough root system for transplanting.

The tip of the sprout on this seedling got a
little dry and development was retarded. I
planted this seed next to others that did not
dry out. The plant this seed produced was
always smaller and slower growing than
properly maintained counterparts

Beaming Spanish grower shows off a
nameless sativa/indica cross that she grew on
her balcony. With a little tender loving care,
you can be as successful as this beauty!

Set seeds on a paper towel on a plate and moisten. Keep evenly moist and warm (25 degrees
C). Be very careful the seeds do not dry out or drown in water. In 3-7 days small white
roots will sprout from the seeds.
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they slow down for a day or two, there is
a good reason.  Usually it is because they
are too hot.  The ambient air temperature
could be too hot, above 30 degrees C., or
the soil temperature could be too hot,
above 20 degrees C.  Soil temperature is
rarely a problem when growing in Mother
Earth, but containers exposed to direct
sunlight cook roots.

Once their needs are met, consistency is
what plants want and need.  They do not
like fluctuations in climate.  A large
container will make maintenance much
easier.  Watering will be less often and
problems fewer.  When irrigating always
remember to apply plenty of water.
Irrigate with enough water so that at least
20 percent of the water drains out the
bottom.  For example, I have a one-
month-old Sweet Tooth in 40 liters of soil.
I water it every other day with four liters
of pure water.  At least one liter drains out
the bottom of the container.

Drainage
Drainage is very important.  Drain water
carries away the excess nutrients the roots
do not absorb.  If these nutrients are
allowed to stay in the soil, they
accumulate to toxic levels in about a
month.  When toxic levels of fertilizer
salts are present in soil or soilless mix, the
uptake of many other nutrients is blocked.
The excess nutrients block the uptake of
necessary nutrients and growth slows.

Nutrient problems occur in the plants
several weeks before most growers notice
the symptoms in plant foliage.  Taking
these simple preventative measures will
save you lots of problem solving time.
Remember, always pay attention to the
basics: air, temperature, light, humidity
and growing medium.  The interrelation
between these vital elements will dictate
your ability to grow a strong healthy
harvest of killer buds!  Your plants will
also thank you!

Leach plants with at least three liters of
water for every liter of soil.  Leach plants
every month.  Flushing containers with
lots of fresh water will ensure there is no
buildup of excess fertilizer salts.  Salt
buildup is one of the biggest problems
affecting container-grown plants.  Take
this simple precaution and you will avoid
many problems and grow healthier plants.

Flush plants outdoors with the hose and
continue to fill the container until water
flows out the bottom.  The water should
drain from containers quickly.  If water
sits on soil surface for more than a minute,
it does not drain fast enough.  Plant roots
do not penetrate super wet soil.  If this is
the case, remove plant from the container
and repot in new fresh fast-draining
potting soil.  Take care when repotting to
break and bruise a minimum of roots.
Water with a product containing vitamin
B1 and roots will suffer less stress.  

Cover plants receiving too much light.  If
plants receive direct sunlight and
temperatures exceed 20 C., covering with
shade-cloth will reduce water
consumption, overall maintenance and
speed growth.  Marijuana grows best at a
temperature range of 15-20 C. day and 15-
20 C. at night.  If temperatures go beyond
these bounds, extra measures will be
necessary to maintain fast growth.  The
easiest way to promote fast growth is to
cool the growing area with shade.

Summer Indoors
Vacations are the biggest impediment to
growing this month and next.  Everybody
is going on vacations.  Who do you have
take care of your garden?  If your

neighbor or friend is going to do it, make
sure to have their telephone number so
you can check on them.  Also leave them
a detailed daily list of what to do.  If any
nutrients need to be mixed, try to have
them premixed so your helper has as
little to think about as possible.

If you are going on vacation for a
month or longer and plan to shut down
your grow room, you will need clones
when you return.  Clonex Root Matrix
(available via
www.growthtechnology.com) will
prove indispensable.  This cloning gel
starts out as a liquid and turns to a gel.
You squirt it into containers, it turns to
gel and you place cuttings in it.  The
cool part is that cuttings will grow roots
but grow very little foliage.  You can
leave clones in the gel for a month or
two to be ready for you when you get
back.  Maintenance is minimal.  If you
are able to purchase clones, order them
before you leave so they will be ready
when you return.

Happy holidays!

Jorge Cervantes is the author of
Indoor Marijuana Horticulture:
The Indoor Bible (with 200 ALL
NEW color photos), Marijuana
Indoors: Five Easy Gardens,
Marijuana Outdoors: Guerilla
Growing and hundreds of articles.
For more info:
www.marijuanagrowing.com.
His works are published in Dutch,
English, French, German and
Spanish.

A second-generation (F2) bud of Jack Herer is packed with resin in this Spanish grow
room. Beautiful buds like this are also possible during hot weather providing the grow
room stays reasonably cool, around 25 degrees C.

Strings 40 centimeters long hang from reflectors to measure distance between garden canopy
and 600w lamps. Do you keep your grow room this clean?  This crop produced one gram
per watt of electricity during 8 weeks of flowering. The expert Spanish growers harvested
the heavy crop last year when temperatures topped 35 degrees C.

Backside of a Blueberry leaf is oozes resin. If you grow for personal stash or commercially,
when leaves are packed with resin, there is more top quality smoke overall. Although
Blueberry is a little fussy to grow, harvests like this make it worthwhile.

Close-up of a single NYC Diesel bud shows
it’s distinctive shape and form. This variety
is becoming more popular worldwide after
winning prizes and marijuana competitions
in Europe.

This smart Dutch grower found that
training a fan on ballasts kept them running
quieter and cooler. An extraction fan above
the transformers removes hot air.



OUTDOOR

The growing of good outdoor weed
often begins with choosing the
appropriate variety to grow in the first
place. After all, by no means all
marihuana types will fulfil our
expectations completely. Certainly when
we intend to raise the plants outdoors in
damp and sometimes bleak countries
like the Netherlands or Great Britain, we
are going to have a whole list of
requirements for our new variety.

That pollination of self-raised female
plants can yield a whole pile of seeds is
no secret to most growers. Some are
already so happy with the outdoor
variety they are already using that they
would prefer to grow it again next year,
given the choice. That's why there are
growers who always take a few clones
off the best mother plant (before she
begins to bloom) and shower them with
loving care and the best light they can
get out of a fluorescent bulb to bring
them through the Winter.

All well and good if you have the space
and the time. But you can count on the
clones not being as powerful as the
original mother from the year before.
This is because the clones brought
indoors and only subjected to artificial
lighting to keep growing will actually
have gone into "survival mode" - just
hung on to life. If we had put the clones
immediately under a 400 or 600 watt
lamp, then by Autumn we would have
been saddled with huge mother plants.
What's more, most outdoor growers
chose to grow outdoors in the first place
because they do not have the space
and/or they considered the risk of
growing indoors too high. For them it is
impossible to be letting clones continue
to grow indoors in Autumn. So for them
there is no alternative but to start again
next year from seeds and hope to get
lucky with a mother plant as precious as
the one they came across this year.

But if we contrive to raise a well-
developed male plant from the same
variety as a favoured mother plant then
we can use this to fertilize the very best
developed mother. In this way we are
ensured of having a decent outdoor
variety again next year from the ample
supply of seeds she will produce.

Now I know most growers will consider
it a shame to waste their well-developed
flower heads by fertilizing them, given
that they'd rather see a nice heap of
weed rather than a couple of hundred
seeds. I also personally choose only to
fertilise the least-developed flower heads
with the male pollen. I do this simply by

first removing all the well-developed
buds from the plant, before I bring the
pollen into contact with the remaining
flower heads. This is possible, so long as
you take care that the male plant is
never in the vicinity of the female
plants, from the moment that she begins
to come in to bloom and male flower
heads begin to form. That is partly why I
always grow my male plants in pots, so
that they can easily be moved when the
time comes. The flower pot really does
not to be that big; one with a volume of
10 litres will be more than sufficient to
raise a nicely developed male in.
Given that the pollen of the male plants
can spread for miles and there's nothing

we can do to control it once the wind
has got hold of it, I prefer to place the
male plants in a separate sealed off
space, one in which there is still enough
(sun) light. In this way we can prevent
the pollen from spreading on the wind
and thereby causing a disaster for us (or
indeed another grower down wind). It
would not be the first time that a grower
had lost his whole crop thanks to the
sloppiness of a third party with his or
her male plants. That's also why it is not
for nothing that most growers develop
murderous tendencies at the moment
that they see a male plant, let alone let
them bloom. There are even indoor
growers who can still remember their

nightmares: a lovely grow space full of
female plants, on which the buds have
been getting fatter and stickier. Nothing
seemed to be wrong, right up to the day
that the air conditioning started pumping
a strange whitish-yellow powder all over
the flower heads. These same flower
heads promptly halted their
development, and to the horror of the
grower, all began to develop seeds in
them. It is good grounds for a failed
harvest, since once fertilized, female
plants bulge with seeds, sadly making
them only fit for the budgies. What's
more, the flower heads also develop an
extremely sour smell once they start
producing seeds, which is the last thing
that's going to make someone happy.

Even the seeds will offer you nothing in
compensation, given that we have no
idea what variety the male pollen came
from. After all, what use have we of
seeds when we have no idea which
variety we're dealing with, let alone how
long the plants have to bloom, and how
the eventual buds will turn out at the
end?

The drama described above is especially
pertinent to growers who live within
pollen-drifting distance of industrial
hemp fields. Here the marihuana plants
are raised for their production of hemp
fibres and the plants are generally
harvested before the female flowers
have had a chance to form on the plant.
Sadly, male flowers often blossom
several weeks earlier and as a result can
cause total disasters for surrounding
(indoor) growers who fall victim to the
huge quantities of pollen drifting about.
What's more, male plants are far less
dependent on the number of hours'
sunlight in order to start putting out
(male) flowers than are female plants. In
other words, male plants are liable to
begin blossoming when, for example, it
is still the middle of Summer and the
number of hours light would have been
optimal (for the growth period).
Sometimes male plants that have grown
in a very poor spot and/or have been
stressed for some reason, spontaneously
break out into flower. For these
mysterious deeds there are no real
explanations to be found. This is partly
the reason why so many (outdoor)
growers have such anxiety about male
marihuana plants.

Also, many an outdoor grower has
actually seen his or her marihuana patch
ruined in front of their own eyes by
pollen. For outdoor growers there is
absolutely no escape if something like
this (a rain of male pollen) occurs.
Indoor growers by contrast can, by using
a very fine filter, limit the damage to
less than disastrous levels. Another tip is
to make sure that any air sucked into the
grow room from outside is drawn from
as close to the ground as possible. Most
pollen is to be found drifting up in the
air rather than wafting along the ground,
and recognising this can save many

In this article we are going to try to
create our very own, perfect outdoor
marihuana variety using only
pollination and cross-fertilization. I'll
be using the article to outline as
clearly as I can exactly how you can
best achieve this and what you have
to watch out for

weckels

world of 

wonders
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By: Weckels, the grow specialist from Atami
Using only pollination 

Create your own hybrid weed varieties

Every new variety has its own characteristics. Every variety of marihuana produces its
own specific leaves that identify themselves by differences in size, appearance and colour.

This was one of my very best hybrids ever. This female plant had already begun in the
third week of August to bloom and produced (due to this) an outdoor weed of
staggering quality.



indoor growers some peace of mind that
they can protect their ladies to some
extent.

To return again to the issue of
pollination and thereby fertilization of
the mother plant. When we know how to
collect the pollen ourselves, then we can
pollinate the female at a time we choose
that's best for us. In place of giving
nature free reign, we catch the pollen in
plastic bags. There are growers who
swear by paper bags, as these let the
plant breathe. I prefer the plastic ones
myself, given that in our moist climate
paper bags can quickly become soggy.
Should there have been any pollen in
these bags, then it is stuck for good on
the wet paper. What's more, it is very
important that the pollen remain as dry
as possible when gathered and that's
going to be a problem if the bag is even
a little damp.

We let the male plants grow just as the
female ones at first. During the growing
phase of the male plants we need to
make sure that only the best-developed
branches are allowed to remain. Only
once the plants have started to bloom
and the male anthers (in which the
pollen is made and stored) are more
visible, do I begin to keep an especially
keen eye on them. I then remove as
many of the leaves as possible, as this
will reduce any problems of
condensation later when we put the
plastic bags over the male flower heads.

Once the male anthers are nearly ripe
and stand on the verge of bursting open,
I place plastic bags over the male
flowers and fasten these tight with an
elastic band. We need to position the
plastic bags like this so that the pollen
falls directly out of the anthers and is
caught (without it being able to get out
of its plastic bag). We also need to bear
in mind that the plastic bags may remain
over the flowers for at most a day. Were
we to leave it on for, say, a week, then
we'd have condensation all over the
inside, because the male flowers also
give off water vapour (just like all other
plants).

That's also why it's a good idea to check
your bags regularly or let them breathe a
little, as long as no pollen is actually
falling off the anthers. In this way we
can prevent ourselves a load of
aggravation and we still keep the male
flowers in good a condition as possible.

The plastic bags themselves need to be
transparent so that the male flower heads
can continue to quietly ripen with the
light they get from the sun. In addition,
we can better see what's going on,
whether any pollen has yet accumulated

in the bag. If this is the case I snip the
side branch off below the plastic bag (or
the main stem if the flowers are at the
top of the plant) and take the branch and
bag indoors (left in a spot where it won't
get shaken). We need to get the pollen
out of the plastic bag as soon as we can
so that we get our hands on it while it's
still as dry as possible. If the pollen gets
damp then the chance that it will
become a victim to fungal attack is
increased.
Even when the pollen is good and dry it

still has a limited shelf life and its
quality drops quite quickly. If you keep
the pollen cool and dry you can expect
to be able to use it for about a month.
Thanks to this short life span it is far
from easy to cross fertilize all varieties,
given that a late-blooming female
variety for example can not be crossed
with the pollen from a late-blooming
male variety. You can freeze the pollen,
which will extend its usability to three
months.

I usually keep my pollen in small
ziplock weed bags. These are ideal for
keeping pollen in since they are small in
dimension yet can still be sealed still air
tight (by clicking the two upper sides of
the bag together).

If you decide to keep the pollen a little
longer and so freeze it, it is best to
separate the anthers and any small
leaves from the pollen. When I decide to

use the pollen myself within a couple of
days of gathering it to fertilize some
females, I spare myself the bother and
just save the pollen, anthers and all.
Never forget to number your bags and
note which varieties their contents come
from. This is especially important when
you have collected pollen from a range
of varieties. If you forget to do this, for a
start you know nothing about the
characteristics of any new hybrid you
make, and that does not make our life as
an outdoor grower any easier. What's
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This cross is a descendant of a variety
with a short bloom period, the offspring
of which furthermore very rapidly
developed a large size.

Stress, as has obviously been experienced
by this curled up leaf, can easily trigger
the male plant to bloom, irrespective of
the hours of sunlight it is receiving.

By taking cuttings from male plants and
putting these indoors under a lamp to
come into bloom (by setting a 12 hour
light period), we can collect all the pollen
we need early in the year.

This male too has had a few problems,
and begun already in June to produce
male flowers.

Preferably put the males indoors, in
front of a window. In this way they are
safely removed from the vicinity of the
female plants.

] It is all well and good that these males
are already safe behind glass, since a
number of anthers have already burst
open (and are lying on the sofa), and
could have led to a disaster outside!

Well developed, male flower heads can pump out a phenomenal amount of pollen. A very
small amount of pollen is often more than enough to fertilize a number of females.



more, it would be horrific to have put
together a really top class variety, and
then never be able to recollect what
combination of varieties you had used to
create it.

It is also important that we always save
enough pollen from a good male plant.
If our new hybrid is for some reason a
disappointment, then it is always handy
to be to take a step back as a grower and
use the original pollen to fertilize a
different female marihuana variety. Only
with such a well-organised way of

working can we reduce the number of
crossing that go wrong and increase our
chances of success!

A male plant absolutely does not have to
be huge in dimensions. A small male
plant, as it happens, can produce enough
pollen to fertilize a good number of
females. When you have a limited space
to work with, you can also choose to
take cuttings from a male plant. These
cuttings are then placed in a small box
and set to bloom by covering them each
evening with opaque plastic, for

example. Doing this will bring the male
clones into bloom much earlier (for
example, in July). The big advantage of
this is that the male plants can pollinate
as much as they want, the surrounding
females (that are getting the normal
amount of light) still show no sign of
blooming and carry on growing with no
danger. This is why I would firmly
recommend this method for the beginner
outdoor grower, since small mistakes in
which small amounts of pollen are
released are not immediately and
mercilessly punished (by way of a
trashed harvest).

We can adapt the above techniques and
choose the best developed female plants
to take cuttings from and put these under
lamps (with a 12-hour cycle) with the
male cuttings. When we get female and
male clones flowering, they can fertilize
each other and give us more than enough
seeds.

To come back once more to the male
clones. The biggest advantage of male
clones is that you can set them to bloom
nice and early. It goes without saying
that the male clones, since they take up
so little room, can easily be planted with
other male clones of other varieties in a
single, small space. It is of course much
easier to, for example, put five varieties
of male clones into bloom than it would
be to put five large, fully grown male
plants. In addition there is the advantage
when raising five males clones each of a
different strain that the creation of new
hybrids proceeds much more easily. Of
course you have to take care not to mix
the pollen from the different males.
Usually this is not a problem since each
variety has its own specific bloom
period. In short, the male plants are
unlikely to bloom at the same time and
so the chance of the pollens becoming
mixed up is small.

Once we have taken enough clones from
the large male plants we can in principle
get rid of them, since the clones will
give us more than enough pollen.

Most outdoor growers are not exactly
champing at the bit to raise male plants,
in fact most would be happy to see them
consigned to the deepest pits of hell with
no hope of parole. Which is actually a

shame, because a well-developed male
plant to some growers (especially the
real fanatics) is a treasure to be
cherished. Male plants, especially well-
developed ones, are much more rare
than most growers think. Whenever I
hear from fellow growers that they are
about to destroy all their male plants, I
usually try and beg a clone or two from
them first, so that I am assured of
getting my hands on yet another new
variety. The nice thing about this
growing practice is that we can make
cross fertilizations that are normally
nowhere to be had. That's one thing that
makes cross breeding hemp varieties so
special, as you never know in advance
what sort of flower heads your new
variety of females are going to deliver at
the end. It was in such a way that I once
crossed a number of breeds to create an
outdoor variety the female plant of
which needed hardly any time to in
bloom to create really good flower
heads. What's more, this variety was
already in bloom in the third week of
August and that meant that eventually
the flower heads were literally bulging
with THC threads!

I personally save pollen from male
plants mainly for experimenting with.
What could be more satisfying than
putting together the ideal outdoor variety
that fulfils all your desires in a weed?
I'm a big fan of short blooming plants
that produce qualitatively good buds and
preferably reach a pretty good size. I
have also once or twice grown plants on
my balcony, in which case I prefer to
choose a small, compact plant that
grows with a strong stem and side
branches. In this way the plant can better
withstand strong gusts of wind,
something that you can be troubled with
much earlier in the year when growing
on a balcony.

I should add here that making cross
fertilized hybrids yourself can also lead
to disappointment. It has happened to
me too: you think that finally you have
created some sort of super variety for
outdoor growing and then she goes and
needs ten weeks in bloom. A small
calculation will quickly show that if the
plants only come into bloom in early
September then at the very earliest it is
going to be mid-November before
they're ready to harvest. If you are not in
a position to use a warmed greenhouse
then we can best forget all about raising
such a long-blooming variety.

One other reason why growers sometimes
want to save pollen is to make a cross
breed that grows well in the wild, with no
overly-high expectations of it and that can
just be left behind to grow unobtrusively.
In addition, for me there is the important
motive of pure curiosity. It is of course
every time a surprise to see what the new
cross-breed is going to give us next
season. A little bit of experimentation can
never do any harm, and who knows what
kind of super-cross we might come up
with!

In the next article I'll be paying all my
attention to a method with which we can
raise the rather longer blooming varieties,
even in our sometimes dreary climate.
What we have to do and how we can
make it work, I'll reveal in the next issue.
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When we choose to let the male plants
mature outside, we can best capture the
pollen with a plastic bag. Cover up the
male flowers one by one.

This is how the plant looks when we have
covered all the male plants with plastic
bags. Prevent condensation in the bags by
airing them (or replacing them) regularly.

The anthers are beginning to develop
more and more. It will not be long
before the males will be spreading their
pollen around.

In this photo we can clearly see that the anthers have burst open. The pollen is already
on the leaves.

Sometimes I pinch off the anthers when they are nearly ripe and put them in a plastic bag. If
you do this, make sure everything is good and dry and the pollen will work wonders.



“Jake” is 34 years old, and has been
involved in the cultivation and
distribution of cannabis in Scotland for
nearly 15 years. In that time, he’s seen a
lot of changes and a lot of players come
and go (mainly to prison!). He agreed to
an interview with Soft Secrets to talk
about all of this and a bit more besides.
A Soft Secrets UK exclusive!

SS: Jake, tell us how you got into this
line of work in the first place?

J: In the beginning, it was just after I’d
left school. I didn’t have a job, didn’t
really want a job, so I borrowed some
money and bought nine ounces of
cannabis resin and some scales. That’s
really all there was to it, to be honest.
Then I went to university and found that
I could make some serious money
through just selling dope. The only
problem with that was that I fucked up
my degree because I was too busy
having a good time, getting stoned and
making money to be bothered with my
course. 

When you were at university you only
sold dope? 

Mostly. This was in 1990 though, and all
of a sudden there were other things to
sell cos the whole dance and techno
thing was really starting to take off here.
From only selling dope, I moved into
shifting quite a bit of ecstasy and acid
too. You could make a lot of fucking
money in those days. I was buying acid

in amounts that meant I was getting it
for something like 70 pence a tab. The
going street price then was anything up
to 6 quid a tab, so there was a really big
margin that could be worked in. I could
sell them for 2 quid each, look like a
hero for selling cheap acid, but still
make a good profit. With E the mark up
was even better. They were costing 2
quid each or something like that, but the
demand was fucking mental. They were
going for, like a score (20 UKP) each
then.

That’s a good profit margin…

Well, fucking right, and I think it was
deserved as well. There was all sorts of
shit going down in the early to mid
1990’s – we had a wave of “Ecstasy
deaths” starting around this time – and

while it didn’t make dealing any harder,
if you were caught you were made an
example of. Pretty stupid when you think
about it; some kid drinks too much water
at a rave and dies and it’s the fault of
whoever sold them the pills. It got to the
stage that anyone selling pills could be
put in the frame as the one who sold “the
fatal pill”. So it was getting to the stage
where, like, 10 year prison sentences
were being handed out to kids caught
with a couple of pills on them. Fucking
crazy, and of course, it made the risks a
lot higher. But for people who were
dealing serious amounts, the payback
still made it worth taking the chance. 

What about dope then? Can we get
back to that?

Dope’s pretty much been my bread and
butter since I got into dealing. In the
early days I didn’t really know fuck all
about it, or certainly not as much as I
liked to think I did! At that point, dope
equalled resin and was something that
either got you stoned or it didn’t. And if
it didn’t you took it back and basically
got a refund. Like I say, I bought 9
ounces of what used to be called
Moroccan – these days it’s called
soapbar, though I don’t personally think
it’s the same thing at all –  and the idea
was to sell most of it on to a few friends
and I’d basically get my dope free. Well,
I totally underestimated what was going
to happen and before I knew it, I had
maybe 30 regular customers, then 60,
then 100. Obviously, this meant I could

buy in quantities that meant I got it
pretty cheap, could put it out at a
reasonable price and still make a good
whack and never have to worry about
running out of dope for personal use.

Do you still deal in resin?

Not really. The quality got so ropey -
like really fucking bad – in the second
half of the 1990’s that I moved pretty
much completely into weed. Which was
a different ball game altogether.

How so?

Well, the big thing for me was having
the autonomy, the complete control of
what I was doing. With resin, I was kind
of part of a “retail chain” and so I was
dependent to a certain extent to people

further up that chain. For example, it
didn’t happen often, but occasionally
there would be a mega-bust, you know,
tons and tons of dope getting seized, and
this of course had a knock-on effect.
Resin became quite scarce, and this

meant the price would go up a bit. I
never understood it cause it was always
the same crappy dope. As a
businessman, I tended to try to absorb
the price rise myself without passing it
on to my customers, but it got to the
stage where some suppliers were
claiming there had been a bust
somewhere in Spain, when there actually
hadn’t been, and tried to screw more
money out of me on that basis. It was
taking the piss, really. And now they can
hardly give the fucking stuff away!

We’ll come back to that in a minute.
Tell me more about the switch to
weed.

Yeah, well, there was a bit of initial
outlay for lights and all that stuff, and of
course I had to learn how to grow it
properly. Once I’d got that bit sussed it
really was a piece of piss, you know?

How did you learn the ropes?

To start with, I bought a few books, but
you know, they seemed to me to really
fucking complicate the thing. Have you
ever noticed how many of these fucking
“How-to-grow-weed” manuals tell you
that weed is, well, a weed, and because
of this it grows like a bastard? Every one
I think I’ve looked at talks about how
easy it is to grow weed, how it pretty
much grows itself, and then they hit you
with all this really fucking complicated
science and chemistry stuff? Fucking
nonsense! Anyway, I looked at a few of
these things then I got a friend to show
me how to do it. Books are fine, but
there’s nothing like watching and
learning. 

And that was you ready to roll?

Well, yeah. Once you know how to grow
reasonably good grass, then with a bit of
practice you improve and refine it. Then
that’s you ready to go: no more having
to depend on dodgy gangsters for a
supply, no more retail chain. You
become your own boss overnight. 
Dodgy gangsters?

Sure! One of the hard facts of life these
days is that if you deal in resin then
you’re involved – however lightly – in
organised crime. I’ve been told by older
friends that it wasn’t always like that,
and that gangsters in the UK only really
got into dealing on a big scale when
robbing banks became too much of a
risk. As it is, I’m sort of a part of a
pretty loose syndicate of independent
growers. We all know each other but
there’s not really much competition
cause there are always plenty of
customers to go around. Of course the
police would class us as “organised
crime” purely because there are a few of

us and we help each other out
occasionally. I’d have to say it’s very
much disorganised crime though. 

‘Organised crime’ does carry
associations of violence, turf wars and
all that kind of thing…

Yeah, and that’s really nothing like how
it is, or not with weed at any rate. As far
as I’m concerned, if someone gets an
ounce laid on, for example, and they
don’t come up with the money, then I
just won’t deal with them again, and I’ll
put the word around the others that so-
and-so is a bad risk. No need for strong
arm stuff. I think there’s a particular
drug scene that attracts violent
psychopaths. They’re not interested in
what they sell. They don’t really give a
fuck about their customers, after all there
are always plenty more. They’re not
interested in anything other than giving
some poor fucker a good battering for
showing them bollocks “disrespect”. It’s
all macho bullshit and front. I’ve been
on the peripheries of it and witnessed a
fair bit of violence. It’s really not my
scene. All the turf war stuff strikes me as
being a bunch of wee boys playing at
being hard men. I know a few of them
and they spend all their time looking
over their shoulders and being paranoid.
There’s this constant suspicion of
everyone to some extent. I couldn’t
fucking live like that, and that’s why I
don’t trade in anything other than weed
now. 

Strictly weed only?

Pretty much. Here’s the story. There’s
really no money to be made in selling
drugs anymore. The arse has fallen out
of the ecstasy market because there’s
such a huge demand for the stuff. What
people buy these days is not E in most
cases, but it’s cheap – we’re talking as
little as a quid a pill – and there’s no
mark up in that. No money to be made
but if you’re caught there’s still a good
stretch in jail at the end of it. So where’s
the fucking incentive in that? I don’t do
this for my health, I’m in it to make a
living. That lets resin and ecstasy out.
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Underworld Part 8

The Home Dealer

A commentary concerning trade in cannabis in the light of semi-organised crime in the Netherlands and the UK. The purpose is to sketch a realistic view
of the people in the illegal circuit, who make sure there is always hash and weed on the market. From the big boys to the small fry: Soft Secrets’ special
reporter, Charlie Stone tries to uncover all the facets within this underworld. By Charlie Stone

Have you ever noticed how many of these fucking

“How-to-grow-weed” manuals tell you that weed

is, well, a weed, and because of this it grows like a

bastard? Fucking nonsense!

I’m not into all the flash bling side of it; that’s

one way to guarantee getting nicked. As I say, I’m

a businessman first and foremost. I’m in it to put

a roof over my head and clothes on my back.
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Acid is pretty difficult to find these days
in the kind of quantities I’d be interested
in, so that’s out. There are a few more
exotic things like opium, or DMT which
I’d be interested in selling, but the
problem with these is that there’s never a
good enough supply. And of course the
problem with all of them is that you
have to depend to some extent on other
people. I’d rather not do that; the more
people involved the more chance there is
of a fuck up, in my experience. Weed is
a good one, and there’s always a demand
for good stuff. The only other drugs
around that have a dedicated following
are smack and coke. There’s a potential
for making really fucking serious money,
but I’m just not interested in them.

How so?

Well, for one thing, the scummy fuckers
you have to deal with. I don’t like
junkies. Then of course there are the
people who actually import the stuff:
real fucking criminals! Hard fuckers,
too. Guys you really wouldn’t want to
cross. I like a quiet life, no hassles and a
good living. With heroin and cocaine
you get a good living, but there’s a load
of hassle comes with it: violence, prison,
competition, turf wars, you name it. Not
my thing at all, mate. 

Do you do okay from selling weed?

I get by, yeah. I’d say I’m comfortably
off. Things have changed these days. It’s
just as easy to sell drugs of any sort, but
the problem is what to do with all the
money you make. The government
recently introduced money laundering
regulations, so now if you want to buy a
house or something like that, you’ve got
to prove that you made the money
honestly, whatever that means.
Fortunately, I made a fair bit of money
in the 1990’s, and I got it stashed away
in various accounts and other places. I
bought my flat about 12 years ago. At
that time there was always a way, but

things have been getting tougher for a
while now. Not for those of us already in
the loop, but for aspiring and would-be
dealers.

Care to explain?

Well, when I was thinking about buying
a place, a relative died and out of the
blue I was left a pretty big chunk of
money. It’s a terrible thing to say but it
was a bit of a godsend. I was left nearly
30K, to which I added a chunk of my
weed profits and that gave me enough to
buy my place outright. There were a few
questions asked, but a couple of phone
calls to the lawyer were all it took. He
confirmed that I’d been left “a sizeable”
amount of money, but of course he
wasn’t allowed to say how much it was.
So I bought a property, no questions
asked. In some respects it was too easy.
Nowadays it’s a lot different. While it’s
still possible to make a lot of money, it’s
really difficult to spend it on much other
than big state of the art television sets,
laptops, stuff. You know, shit? And of
course it’s got to be paid for in cash
because you can’t have too much money
and no obvious means of making it
because people start asking questions
about that.

Paying for expensive things in cash
must draw attention as well...

Yeah, you wouldn’t be able to buy a new
Mercedes Benz and pay with a suitcase
full of used fivers, for example!

Have you ever been busted?

I’ve no criminal record of any sort
whatsoever.

That’s really lucky.

Luck doesn’t fucking come into it, man.
I’ve been really careful and taken a lot of
precautions. Some people would probably
say I’m a bit paranoid, but let them. I’m
not into all the flash bling side of it; that’s
one way to guarantee getting nicked. As I
say, I’m a businessman first and foremost.
I’m in it to put a roof over my head and
clothes on my back. It’s something I’m
pretty good at, and I suppose if it was all
legalised tomorrow I’d still be good at it.
The only difference would be the risk of
prison would be removed and I’d
probably be paying some tax on it. 

Would you mind paying tax?

Not at all, and I know that’s true of a lot
of others as well. I’ve met some
dickheads who reckon that if weed is
ever legalised in the UK they’ll not only
stop dealing it, they’ll stop using it as
well! That seems like an incredibly
immature way of looking at it. They play
this weird game with the dibble,
continually pushing things, being more
and more blatant about it. Eventually,
they’re going to get busted and they’re
going to go down, if only for taking the
piss out of the police for so long. Me, I
couldn’t handle the fucking stress. I used
to know a guy, an E dealer, he was
making loads of money and was totally
into the fucking life, you know? All the
usual bollocks: constant stream of people
round at his place, parties going on
constantly, pounding music, you know
the kind of thing. He’d what we used to
call a dealermobile, which is a BMW,
he’d bought it from some bloke for cash,
it had no insurance, probably no MOT,
and it later turned out that the fucker had
never passed his driving test! 

Fuck, what happened?

What do you think happened? He got
caught and put away. Stupid twat; you
can’t carry on like that for long and not
get caught. 

Do you think you’ll ever retire?

As in stop growing and selling weed? I
seriously doubt it, man. Growing the
stuff I find seriously therapeutic, you
know? It’s good to spend time with the
babies watching them grow! As for
dealing, that’s the part I like less –
mainly because of the legal side of
things – but at the same time it’s been
good to me, and I certainly don’t have
any pangs of conscience about doing
what I do. I sell strictly to adults, and
they’re all big enough and old enough to
make an informed choice about weed.
Then again, I don’t think I want to be
doing this when I’m 60. That’s too old to
be going to prison for growing plants!
On the other hand, I’ve been doing this
for a long time now, so I doubt I could
do anything else half as well. I’d like to
think by the time I’m 60 that the UK
will have adopted a more grown up
approach to the whole business of
cannabis and that people who do what I
do will be regarded as legitimate, tax
paying businessmen, meeting a demand,
and selling top quality product. Another
reason I don’t think I’ll retire is that I’ve
met some of the soundest people over
the years. Lots of money grabbers and
lots of scamming chancers too, of
course, but the good ones are worth a
hundred of those characters. So in
answer to the question, I probably should
retire, but I doubt it’ll happen. I might
think about moving into a legitimate
hemp-related business, but even then I
think I’d keep growing for my own
personal use. 

So no regrets then?

Absolutely none, man.

Growing the stuff I find seriously therapeutic, you

know? It’s good to spend time with the babies

watching them grow!

We have been storming the UK market now for two years and it's fair to say that
things are going swimmingly well for Soft Secrets UK. In the meantime it now
comes out in four languages (soon to be five with the addition of our new Italian
version). While we had a few teething problems at the beginning with
distribution, this has gradually been getting better, to the extent that now it is no
longer mostly the case that Soft Secrets approaches shops for distribution, but the
other way around. From all over Europe the requests have been flooding in to
distribute our humble rag, not only from head-, coffee- and grow shops, but also
increasingly from 'regular' garden centres, record stores and even clothes shops!
Why? Because their customers are requesting - nay, demanding - it!

From Glasgow to Madrid and from Athens to Paris; throughout Europe Soft
Secrets has become a firm fixture as the best-known and best read in cannabis
circles. It's not for nothing that Soft Secrets is known as the only newspaper for
growers and tokers that really is jam-packed with good and above all usable
information: growing information, grow tips and advice, cutting edge interviews
and reports, along with the latest political developments - and all for the absolute
bargain price of absolutely bugger all!

That the Soft Secrets formula has struck a resonant chord is shown by the
fantastic level of reaction that we have been getting from readers, on a weekly
basis, from all corners of Europe. In fact, the popularity of Soft Secrets has

become so great that many readers now complain that they are often too late to
get their copy from their local grow shop. It's not possible to order back issues, or
to subscribe. Folks have been left, as we say in Holland, 'fishing behind the net'
and with empty hands. This is as big a bummer for customers as it is for the
shops.

But change is in the air! In order to keep everyone happy we have decided to
finally set up a subscription service. We really do not want to backtrack from our
commitment to keeping access to the biggest and most popular cannabis mag in
Europe free, and that's why we have come up with this cunning plan. It's a
service for those readers who are regularly having trouble getting their mitts on
our organ from their local shop, or are living out in the sticks where there simply
is no convenient shop to get it from anyway.

Discover, the publisher of Soft Secrets, is now offering readers the following
deal: for 60 Pounds a year you can have Soft Secrets UK delivered to your home,
in a plain white envelope - but it will still be free!

How can we claim this? Because we have a special deal for you, one that is worth
well more than 100 Pounds! When you sign up for a subscription you will also be
given two free entrance tickets to the Highlife Fair in Utrecht. These tickets have a
value of 10 Pounds apiece. In addition to this, you will also be sent a free packet of
(ten) Jack Herer seeds from the famous High Quality Seeds Black label. Finally, you
will also receive the most recent edition of the International Highlife Guide,
containing all the addresses of cannabis-related companies in Europe - an essential
reference work for all right-thinking European cannabistas.

The combined value of this offer is more than 100 Pounds! That's how we can
maintain that you will still be getting your Soft Secrets UK for gratis, only now it
will be landing on your doormat every two months (in a plain envelope)! Sounds
good? Look in this issue of the paper for further details and the coupon. Make
sure that you never miss another copy of Soft Secrets UK!

Soft Secrets UK is offering
subscriptions -finally!

The Soft Secrets Consumers Club
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Grow with Soma 

As a breeder of cannabis genetics,
making hybrids is part of my life's
work. I specialize in medicinal cannabis
genetics. A hybrid is caused by the cross
between two plants of different species,
varieties or cultivars, or on occasions a
different genera. Hybrids today are
often more resistant than their parents. 

When an atom hybridizes...This process
of restructuring is known as
hybridization. What I do is take two
plants and genetically cross them to
produce a new plant that has some of
the characteristics of the original plants
but also creates additional
characteristics that are unique to it. The
fact that new combinations can be
formed shows the continuous nature of
the process of speciation. 

When working with cannabis you may
have to produce hundreds of plants
before you discover the winner you
have been looking for, so patience is a
virtue. Through the years I have had an
amazing kind of inspiration to find the
finest medicinal cannabis genetics this
planet has to offer. It has been my
health. Since 1984 I have had cancer of
the tongue and cannabis has been my
medicine of choice. Having it as my
medicine is a powerful driving force.

When looking at different
characteristics of cannabis plants, there
are a few main things to look for. How
much stem is in-between nodes, what
the aroma is like, how much THC
trichomes are present, how long the
finishing time is, and last but not least
the effect. Once several valuable species
are acquired the crossing can begin. You
need males and females. One male can
be sufficient to impregnate hundreds of
females. One of my newest crossings
was to mix a G-13 Haze male to 11 of
my favorite strains. 
When I take seeds from these plants and
sprout them I basically get 3 dominant
phenotypes and 1 recessive phenotype.
One will be like the father, one like the
mother, one a combination of both and
one a recessive phenotype that can bring
earlier genetics back out to be seen. 

Choosing which types of plants to use
takes really knowing your plants well.
Different strains have different traits.
Once you have decided which traits you
want to add to your new hybrid, you use
one for the donor parent and one for the
recipient parent. The male sending the
new characteristics to the female. For
this the two plants are mated or crossed
and the progeny is screened for the
desired trait. The progeny plants
possessing the desired trait are then

selected and crossed back to the
recipient parent. This process is
repeated until the desired plant type
having all the characteristics of the
recipient in addition to the trait being
transferred is finally obtained. This
exercise is known as backcrossing.
Backcrossing involves both
hybridization and selection. 

Overall, the hallmark of selection lies in
human ability to chose the best from a
cluster of many. 
In his quest to find more variability,
man started experimenting with
hybridization of plants so as to achieve
the perfect plant type. This process was
actually the beginning of expedited
evolution since it led to the formation of
new plant types artificially or due to
human intervention at a much faster
pace than it would have happened in
nature. For example the bread wheat
that we eat today has taken about 500
years to evolve to its present form
through human intervention. This form
of wheat would have taken thousands of
years to evolve had it been left to the
natural evolution process. 

In our modern world many things have
accelerated. Today an item found on the
other side of the planet can arrive at
your door tomorrow. So it is with my
seeds, they travel the globe. In this way
many people besides me get to plant
them and pick through different
phenotypes, all of us looking for the
best. For one person to do this would
take many years, but with many people
doing it and staying in touch via the
internet the knowledge comes fast and
with it new strains. 

In my newest crossings between the G-
13 Haze male (wanted to bring more of
the sativa genetics into the mix) and
Buddha’s Sister, Somango, Somativa,
White Willow, Lavender, Citralah,
White Light, New York City Diesel,
Rockbud, Reclining Buddha, and Free
Tibet, I am finding some of the finest
plants ever. 

I love plants, plants of all kinds, they
are my favorite life form, they are
teachers, I surround myself with plants
in my home, at least 100 different kinds,
and cactuses. 

With Love and Light…

Hybridization

Citralah

G-13 male ready to mate 

Free Tibet with extra bud-shoot makes an
excellent genetic contribution

Lavender

White Willow

Ripe Somango
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For the fourth time in a row, the Indoor
Gardening Expo organised by the trade
magazine Maximum Yield was held in
Vancouver, Canada. Although officially
there was no link with the international
cannabis industry, this trade fair is quiet
clearly regarded as the most important
of its type for North American (home)
growers. So it was not so strange that in
addition to the many Canadian and
American companies, there was a host of
European players from the cannabis
branch also present. Soft Secrets was
among them.

The fourth Indoor Gardening Expo was
held in the grand Vancouver Convention
Center, part of the superb Pan Pacific

Hotel complex. Situated in the heart of
downtown Vancouver, in the port where
many international cruise ships dock and
moor daily, as regards location and view
this Expo is quite clearly one of the most
spectacular in the world. 

Participants in the trade show staying
at the Pan Pacific Hotel could look out
of their hotel window at the enormous
port with its myriad ships. Beyond that
could be seen Vancouver Sound where
it joins the Pacific Ocean, the famous
Stanley Park, and they could watch –
but barely count - the sea planes
landing and taking off from the Float
Plane Terminals. Charming though it is
in its own right, this was something
above and beyond the old Red Light
District of Amsterdam!

Those lucky enough to get an afternoon
free immediately took a water plane to
Victoria Island where they could take
part in a whale watching expedition. In
a hyper-fast Zodiac (with twin 225 HP
engines!), they shot off in search of the
resident killer whales that glide each
day around the island’s bays. 

If this was just a little bit too much
excitement, there was always just a
short walk from the Pan Pacific West
Hastings Street, a little bit of
Amsterdam in Vancouver. Here there
are many ‘cannabis-friendly’ cafés and
it’s a place where Canadian (cannabis)
seed companies do a roaring trade day
in, day out. 

On the floor of the trade show itself
there was not much of this sort of thing
in evidence. In a tightly-organised and
immaculate space stood more than 100
companies laying out what they had to
offer. One could not say that the fact
that a majority of them were advertisers
in the Maximum Yield trade paper was
exactly a surprise, since the Expo has
always existed as an additional platform
for these advertisers. 

Readers of Soft Secrets who have ever
clapped eyes on the magazine, or who
catch a look at it later, will be struck with a
strong sense of recognition, since many
advertisers in Soft Secrets are also to be
found in Maximum Yield, including Bio
Nova, Canna, Atami and BioBizz - not
exactly the smallest players in the market.

It is a public secret that the majority of the
cannabis in the United States comes from
Canada, so that an enormous market has
developed for everything to do with
(indoor) growing in that country is not so
strange. In recent years the events of
‘9/11’ have definitely pissed in the soup a
little, because the border between the two
countries is now more strongly guarded
than ever before. What’s more, the
fanatical War on Drugs is still treated with
no less fanaticism than the War on Terror,
and for the many growers and smugglers
as you can imagine, this does not exactly
make their business any easier. Was this
perhaps why among the trade show
delegates here were manufacturers of
immense refrigeration units? What’s

frozen solid makes no smell, does it not?    

Organiser of the Indoor Expo, as well as
editor-in-chief of Maximum Yield, Jim
Jesson had little-to-nothing to say about
that sort of business at any rate, because he
looks upon his fair as a ‘normal’ indoor
hydroponics show, and why not indeed? 

Jim: “In co-operation with Maximum Yield
we organise this trade fair mostly for our
own advertisers. They were not exactly
delighted with the existing trade shows in
America, where the public has to pay to
get in. At our show the public gets in for
free. In addition the show is also much
more international. This year we had stand
holders from among other countries, the
Netherlands, Australia, Mexico and Spain,
in addition to the North American

companies. This helped to make the trade
fair much more interesting, and it is an
outstanding opportunity for everyone
interested in indoor growing to network at
in international level. 

“We organise a total of four trade shows
a year: one in America, two in Canada
and in March of next year we are also
going to Australia. The market demands
more and more an international
approach, given that there are more and
more home cultivators world-wide. That
is what is so wonderful: everyone can
grow at home using hydroponics,
wherever in the world they live.  
“I was recently at the CannaTrade fair in
Bern (Switzerland), but their fair was

totally different to what we are doing.
They produced a real cannabis-oriented
show, while we operate a zero-tolerance
policy towards that. We are also not a
political fair and have no opinion about
cannabis. We orient ourselves purely
towards the hydro grower who grows
indoors, and we pay not the slightest
attention to what the customer grows
exactly.” 

To learn a little more about the Canadian
home grower we spoke to Michael
Straumeitis, one of the founders of the
enormous Advanced Nutrients company,
that has recently also entered the European
market with among other products,
Piranha, Voodoo Juice and Sensi Pro. The
Advanced Nutrients stand was not only the
biggest at the fair, but also the most

Report

Indoor Gardening Expo, Vancouver
Maximum Yield presents…

The innovative Plasmaponix can allow you to get a
much greater yield from any grow room. Warmly
recommended by Breeder Steve! Check them out at
www.plasmaponix.com

Michael Straumeitis from Advanced Nutrients shows
Soft Secrets one of four Humvees.

The trade fair floor was appropriately green, but there
was not a cannabis plant in sight…

The charming lady from Dr. Doom: “Stop bugging
me!” www.doktordoom.com

The babes from Dutch Master are at the same time
Miss Dutch Master… www.dutchmaster.ca

Advanced Nutrients had
hired Anna Kalasjnikova as
their promo-babe… For
information go to:
www.advancednutrients.com

Warmly recommended by
Erwin from Atami:
Hygrozyme. See
www.sipcobio.com for
details.
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spectacular, with topless promo-babes,
live tarantulas and iguanas (in connection
with their eponymous products) and a
heap of cool gadget freebies for the public
(though nothing was being said about the
shiny new Hummer that was parked
proudly next to the stand). 

SS: Michael, can you tell us something
about the typical Canadian home
grower? 
“The typical grower here grows on a mix
of peat and perlite - I’d guess that
around 80% of growers use such a mix.
They grow in tubs, and the typical
grower uses around 20 lamps, usually
400w to 600w. That might sound like a
lot to a small European home grower,
but here it’s pretty normal. In the East of
Canada it is done differently; there they
tend to grow in stone wool blocks.”

SS: How would you compare Canadian
growers with Dutch growers?
“I think that they are at about the same
level. I know for sure that the Dutch think
that they are the best, and so do the
Canadians, but in reality they are to my
mind equally well developed. 

SS: Which cannabis varieties are the
most popular here? 
“Simply the commercial ones. Everyone
is always in search of the fastest plant

with the highest yield. But the popularity
of particular varieties come and goes in
waves. One variety that is very popular
and is grown a lot can just as quickly fall
out of favour because the smoker wants
something different. Five years ago Big
Bud was a very popular variety. From Big
Bud growers turned to Hash Plant, and
from there they moved on to a Jamaican
variety. What you often see is that
growers cultivate several varieties at the
same time, just to keep up.”

SS: Does much cross-fertilization take
place here?
“Not so much; I think for that you have to
go to Holland. What happens here is that
people buy seeds and then hope to get a
good mother plant from them, from
which they can then take good clones.”

SS: Can you tell us something about the
products from Advanced Nutrients?
“At this moment our best selling
products are Voodoo Juice, Piranha and
Sensi Pro, which we’re conquering a
large part of the market with. Another
popular product is Overdrive, a booster
for the blooming period with lots of
phosphate and potassium. As of quite
recently we are active in the UK as well
as Holland, and we’re still looking for
distributors in the rest of Europe.” 

SS: What is it with the names of many
of your products? Piranha, Scorpion,
Iguana, Tarantula…
“The growers’ world is a world
dominated by men. We don’t just pick
names at random, but rather start by
thinking about stuff like what sort of aura
it gives off, the image the product will be
given. Will people recognise it? Do they
want to work with it? We discovered that
products named after animals had a very
high name recognition, higher than
normal. But it is also supposed to keep
the male ego a little happy, haha…”

Finally, Soft Secrets asked a couple of
well-known visitors and stand holders to
give us their opinions about the Indoor
Gardening Expo:

Roy, from BioBizz: “The whole thing is
on a much bigger scale than I had
expected, and I was also pleasantly
surprised by the professional atmosphere
surrounding the whole fair. This year was
the first time we have had a presence at
the fair, as we’ve only recently started to
be active in the Canadian market. In
which case of course you have to be here,
I reckon. The response, I have to say, has
been very good. People here mostly grow
on hydro systems and you notice that here
too in Canada, slowly but surely, there is

a switching over to organic products.
Growers the world over are becoming
more critical and are placing ever higher
demands on their harvests. Not only as
regards quality. Taste is becoming more
and more important, and people realise
that the best tastes are associated with
using organic products.”

SS: What do you think of the products
being offered at this fair?
Roy: “I have found the hardware rather
disappointing. To my eyes it seems to be
clearly of inferior quality than the
products that one normally comes across
in the European market. A lot of it comes
across to me as pretty amateurish, but of
course that may also partly be due to the
presentation.”
Steve, from Dutch Master: “I am here
for the fourth time and can see the fair
getting better each time. Each time there
have been more people and more new
products. The whole atmosphere also gets
more professional each year, and I’m very
happy with the whole development.”

SS: You are here with an impressively
large stand and in addition to that are
one of the sponsors of the event.
Which products do you recommend
this time around?
Steve: “We are here with some new
products, the most important of which
are Folitech and Penetrator. We’ve had
these tested at a university and
established that they can produce a
180% increase in the foliar energy.”

SS: You were also at the CannaTrade
fair in Bern, Switzerland this year.
How would you compare the two fairs
with each other?  
Steve: “Look, the fair in Bern is of course
more oriented towards cannabis than here,
and as a result they got mostly day trippers
wandering about. This fair is perhaps a bit
more aimed at the professional trade itself,
and less towards the visitors. But perhaps
that is logical; everyone has to stay within
the law and here in Canada it is forbidden
to organise any trade fair aimed at the
cannabis business. But that has not really
inconvenienced me at all...”

Breeder Steve, from High Times Grow
Magazine: “I was sent by High Times
Grow to meet the movers and shakers in
the market. It’s my first time here and
I’ve found it a very professional fair.”

SS: Are there any products that have
immediately caught your eye?
“I found the Plasmapockets from
Plasmaponix pretty slick. These are little
plastic sleeves that you hang on a sort of
rail system in your grow room on the
walls. It is a great new system with which
you can harvest in places at the moment

only light shines onto. It seems like a
good solution for growers with only a
little space to get a bigger harvest.
Everything that you get using the system
is a bonus on top of your normal harvest.
That is a really innovative product.”

Erwin, from Atami: “This is my fourth
time here, fifth if you count Toronto. We
have been doing our own distribution in
Canada and America for a few years now,
through which we have been working
with wholesalers. I am happy with what I
have seen, and have noticed that just as in
the Netherlands, the nutrient brands are
driving things a bit at this fair and
competing strongly with each other. That
can only be to the good.”

SS: Have you seen any new product that
attracted your attention immediately?  
“Yes, I found the Plasmaponix marvellous, a
real innovation of world importance! I was
also very impressed with Hygrozyme, an
enzyme product that originated in the
medical world but that works extremely
well with plants. It removes all traces of
dead roots, and the product in my opinion
leaves all other enzyme products in its
wake.“

SS: Is Canada an important market
for you?
“Absolutely. It’s true that they do not
export as much as they did since 9/11, but
it is and remains a fantastic market for us
here. Just the province of British Columbia
where we are at the moment is for us as
big a market as the whole Dutch market!”

For more information about the
hydroponics fairs of Maximum Yield go to
www.hydroponicexpo.com

For info information about Maximum Yield
go to www.maximumyield.com

Fons, from Can-Filters, attracted the ire
of a couple of competitors by running a
product comparison on the floor of the
fair. The ball held the highest? Can-
Filter! See: www.canfilters.com

Food of/for the Gods: Canna was on
form again. www.canna.com

BioBizz’s Louis goes for their tops!
www.biobizz.nl

Soft Secrets’ publisher Boy Ramsahai
with Lawrence Brooke from General
Hydroponics, one of the biggest playaz on
the world market.
www.generalhydroponics.com

Maximum Yield Magazine:
www.maximumyield.com



The times, they are a changin’, at least
for coffeeshops in central Amsterdam.
More and more shops now post
bouncers at the door, whether checking
ID or policing for hard drugs. It seems
that the original intent of the
coffeeshop has been lost amidst a sea of
neon lights and screen-printed logo T-
shirts. Back in the early 80’s when
smokers and tokers stopped going to
“teahouses” and began visiting
“coffeeshops,” a new cash cow was
born. The cannabis industry in the
Netherlands relies heavily upon
coffeeshop revenue, and due to a 500g
capacity limit, many enterprising
owners have been cashing in on coffee
mugs and keychains, and have lost
focus on the most important product:
the menu.  Recently, Soft Secrets
stumbled upon the closest thing to the

nostalgic teahouse ideal- a gathering place for locals and old friends where the
emphasis is on the spliffs and the conversation. It’s called The Point. Open
10AM-1AM seven days a week, only the necessities are provided. Cold soft
drinks and coffee, a few munchies, lighters, and of course, smokables are
available here.  Not sure if this is standard, but upon requesting the menu, SS UK
was instead presented with three bags of very nice-looking outdoor-grown weed
ranging from Thai to White Widow.  As well as a noticeable lack of
commercially grown cannabis, The Point is also refreshing for those who find the
usual selection at coffeeshops a bit strong to smoke. While space is slightly
limited, there’s room for a pool table but there isn’t one. The claustrophobic
entryway, into which the dealer, cigarette machine, refreshments and smoke stash
are crammed, widens considerably as you walk towards the rear of the shop.
Strangely enough, the very back room is the largest, but no one seems to use it.
Instead, this spot is a sort of meeting point for African visitors and locals. There
is a large concentration of Western Africans here, many from Ghana.  It’s a
hangout for the homesick- where many Africans go to hear either news from
back home or simply their own native tongue. This place will most certainly
never end up on a mass-produced tourist map, and rightfully so.  It would be a
shame to ruin the incredibly relaxed atmosphere of this local soft secret. Don’t go
in expecting to be impressed; go in expecting to be welcomed. - KS

The Point Coffeeshop, Derde Oosterparkstraat 73, 
Amsterdam Oost tel +31 (0)20-693-5555
Opening hours: seven days a week from 10.00 AM till 01.00 AM

The Point Coffeeshop, Amsterdam
Get to the Point 
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Starlite Systems was
first established in 1998
as an Internet-only retail
outlet by Stuart, who
had a successful ten
years’ importing head
gear under his belt, as
well as a wealth of
hydroponic growing
experience. 
“I’d been bringing great
head stuff into the UK
from Bali, India,
Thailand and elsewhere.
Lovely designs,” he

says. “I had also been growing hydro for more than a decade and wanted to combine
both sides of expertise under one roof – a sort of Head Supermarket!”
By the end of 1999 the business was doing so well Stuart was joined by business
partner Martin - they had been successfully running head stalls on the UK festival
scene for years - and together they opened a physical shop in Plymouth. 

There, between the two of them, are decades of growing experience on which to
draw for advice. “We always tailor our advice to the client; we don’t want to
overload someone with info,” says Stuart. 
Today, Starlite prides itself in stocking “Everything. From our top selling range is the
Hydrotops bioponic, to more than 300 varieties of seed.”
Business today is so booming, they are looking to exchange their 1000-foot premises
for somewhere three times the size “soon”. They will also moving into wholesale of
hydroponic equipment and head gear in the next year or so.
The website of 2004 is well-designed as well as functional (quite a rarity in this
business!). 
“Our customers on the web are from as far away as Australia, and people come from
all over to the shop,” says Stuart. 
Part of the reason is the huge range kept in stock – the largest in the South West.
“You don’t want to travel from miles away only to find you can’t take home what
you came for,” says Stuart. “We keep as much of our range on the premises as
physically possible.”
The Starlite success is based on a simple philosophy, says Stuart.  “We see this
industry as a win-win for both parties. Our success is passed on to the customer, and
everyone is happy! Plus we really do enjoy what we’re doing.” - JM

For all inquiries, contact Stuart or Martin at Starlite Systems, 228 Albert Road, PL2
1AW Plymouth, Devon. Tel: +44 (0) 1752 551 233, or visit the website at:
www.starlitesystems.co.uk

shopreview

Starlite Systems, Plymouth 
Promoting the win-win

Dutch Wholesale
was set up in
1998 as a
wholesaler in
psychedelic
products, based
in a one-floor
establishment
close to the
centre of
Winterswijk.
A retail outlet,
De Blauwe Engel
("Blue Angel")
was opened
around the same
time catering
largely to a
German clientele,
the shop being

just 2 kms from the border with Holland's large neighbour.
But the wholesale customers are predominantly from our own Sceptre'd Isle - so
much so that a weekly van load of supplies is brought over for UK retailers.
The current wholesale range is around 200 products - "We're not sure; but everything
available in Holland and for export" - from mushrooms (fresh and grow kits) and
energizers to a wide range of cannabis seeds (including female seeds), and Dutch
Wholesale's own Cosmic range of psychedelic seeds. Theses include such arcane
products as belladonna and henbane, as well as better known baby Hawaiian
woodrose, peyote and San Pedro cacti, wormwood and morning glory. Everything for
the seriously shamanically-inclined then.
They also stock Kratom, a herb which can be smoked or made into tea for a
marihuana-like high. A larger dose will produce a similar effect to opium - and the
best thing is it's legal pretty much everywhere except Thailand and Australia.
"Our motto is 'everything for a great life'," says Miriam, one of four staff at Dutch
Wholesale. "We even have that printed - in German of course - on our leaflets." - JM

Dutch Wholesale, Misterweg 30a, Winterswijk, Holland, Tel: +31 (0) 543 533 497
www.dutchwholesale.com & www.blauweengel.com

Opening Hours: 10 am - 10 pm, Mon-Fri. 1.30 pm - 9 pm Sat.

Dutch Wholesale, Winterswijk



At the end of April, leading Dutch
nutrient company Canna organised
two very successful seminars in the
UK. 

These first UK Canna Cultivation
Seminars were conducted by and for
professional growers and took place in
Leeds and Oxford, attracting staff
from many of the leading grow-shops
from all over the country. At the end,
everyone agreed that this successful
event should become a regular feature
within the UK.

The Cultivation Seminars were a new
initiative to stimulate the development
of the hemp industry as a whole and
served to open a dialog between
professionals in this exciting, ever
changing market.

After an introduction by the Canna
UK representative, Frank
Schellenberg, the seminar was in the
hands of Canna’s North American
account manager and bona fide
horticultural star for over 30 years. He
discussed a wide range of subjects,
from basic plant physiology
(photosynthesis, stomata, stress
management), to system-specific
issues, and Canna Nutrient
information.

Following this informative and
interactive lecture, the microphone
made its way to Jorge Cervantes,
author of the bestseller Indoor
Marijuana Horticulture - The Indoor

Bible and a legend in the Hydroponics
industry (as of this issue Jorge will be
contributing an exclusive and exciting
new grow series in SS UK!).
Cervantes gave an enlightening view
on how to set up a grow room,
illustrated with images of poor and
perfect grow rooms. 

After a representative of Inventive
Grow Systems had given a short talk
about their special I-Grow range of
grow boxes, Mauk Titulaer fascinated
the attendees with a discussion of the
complex but important issues of water
quality, irrigation strategy and the
difficulties of making the right
decisions. Mauk is one of the founders
of the Canna Cooperation and is well
known for his knowledge of plant
nutrition. His talk was definitely one
of the highlights of the day.

Each seminar was held in an
outstanding location, with a separate
lounge set up to show (new) products
and to clarify what was discussed in
the seminar sessions.

The all-day events gave attendees a
look into the researched-based Canna
organisation and ended with them
being given a chance to pose some
one-on-one questions directly to the
professionals from Canna, so all issues
they had could be sorted there and
then. Following their completion of
the seminar each attendee was
awarded a certificate.

As one attendee concluded: “I went
expecting a sales pitch, but it turned
out to be a real eye-opener on indoor
growing.” 

“It was great finally having a chance
to ask Canna my questions directly,”
said another. Other comments
included: “Too good to be true!,”
“There was something for everyone.
From expert to novice growers,” and
“Excellent seminar; ten-out-of-ten!”

If you wish to be receive more
information on these seminars of or be
kept informed about future seminars to
be held by Canna, surf to
www.canna.com/uk-seminar/ or give
them a call on: +31 (0) 76 520 17 46.
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Column

TEN YEARS AGO TODAY I
NEARLY GOT BUSTED IN
MOROCCO.  TWICE!
The first was for smuggling a piece of
Moroccan hash into Morocco!  I’d
booked a cheap flight to Alicante, see,
from where I planned on bussing down
in easy stages to the Algeciras ferry.
So… naturally, I took a quarter ounce
with me.  Right?

I’d also, like a good boy scout,
purchased a padlock for my bag – the
key of which I immediately lost on the
ferry!  

So I arrive in Tangiers ten years ago
today with a Moroccan lump in my
back pocket, and a bag I can’t open.
My hastily assembled prayers were
obviously addressed to the wrong Allah

because the first words I hear on the
African continent are” Open ze bag.”
Embarrassedly I explain the situation.
The customs guy frowns and huffs,
fiddles with the cheap lock, and waves
me through!  What, after all, could you

smuggle into Morocco?!  (I hear later
that Dutchmen were smuggling super
sensi seeds into Ketama to see what the
farmers could create.)

My dubble-smuggled Moroccan shit?
Well, since I scored some “double
zero” my first night in the Socco
Chico, it remained in the bottom of my
bag till one afternoon, “high” in the Rif
Mountains, when I told Abdul, my
“friend and brother,” the Tale of My
Great Smuggle.  He naturally asks to
see it, dismisses it as “third shake”…
and tosses it over the cliff!

Third Shake?  Your farmer twists, with
a stick, a spread of nylon mesh over the
mouth of a plastic bucket, spreads dried
grass sheaves across it, then straps
heavy plastic over that.  Firmly but

gently he beats the whole thing so only
the pollen falls through the mesh.
That’s First Shake - a thin patina of
‘gold dust’ at the bottom of the bucket
which, when scraped together, yields a
couple of grams of resin which can be

heated / pressed into “double zero”
hashish. 

Second Shake is where they beat it
again, much harder, so that, along with
some more pollen, you also get
smashed leaves - much more quantity.
That’s what you get in London if
you’re lucky. (See Soaps Are For
Dopes in the last issue).

Third shake is whatever else you can
smash out after that.

A couple of days later, me and Abdul
are in this one cafe “town” (no bars in
Arabville) high in the Rif when I
blearily realise all the locals we’d been
smoking pipes and joints with have
disappeared.  Wandering to the single
window I see, in the gathering gloom,
several white donkeys drawn up on the
main path... and cops everywhere! An
anxiously smiling Abdul advises me it’s
a perfect time to sit in the caff and not
look out.  Later I learn they busted 50
kilos of hash on seven donkeys on their
way down to the coast. 

But first there’s a looooong evening of
no smoking, the customs captain has a
chicken killed and roasted while his

men complete the search and the mule
drivers are taken away.  We chat in
French, I tell him I’m a writer, he tells
me the hash “commerce” is a very
dangerous business.  I respect him, he’s
a true professional, “trained in
France.”

When I enquire after the donkeys, he
explains they’ll be auctioned in Chef
Chaoun.  As we watch the poor beasts
kicked into a metal van for the
precipitous 20 mile trip, I remark:
“that’s outrageous by my standards,”
and we laugh, like men together.  You
never know what might set a cop off.  I
remember confessing to trying hash
once or twice as a student or some such
bullshit. 

When the cops have actually gone,
however, Abdul interprets the captain’s
final words in Arabic: “Tell your
British friend I know he is a major
dealer.  I know his boat is waiting near
El Hacema.”

It had never even occurred to me he
might have connected me with the
Seven Donkey Bust! My blood still
runs cold as I remember it today.

I’ll Take The High Road Fraser Clark, Our Roving 

ACCESS ALL LEVELS Reporter.

“I know he is a major dealer. I know his boat is

waiting near El Hacema.”

First Canna Cultivation Seminars given in UK
Events
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In this extra article I want to tell you about
fighting common infestations of insects
and other troubles with vermin that you
might encounter when growing outdoors.
We will be only looking at biological
pesticides, meaning substances that do not
harm nature and contain no chemicals, the
use of which I advise against. When
marihuana is treated with chemical
pesticides there is a high chance that the
weed will contain chemical residues too,
which is not good for your health. In very
severe cases of infestation I would
concede that pesticides allowed for use on
vegetables are probably OK for use when
growing marihuana. 

You can get hold of biological pesticides
at most grow-shops and garden centres.

They are used to fight infestations of
insects or pests such as snails or ants, and
also against fungi like mildew and rust. In
this article I will only discuss pesticides
(my own recipes) for use against insects
and/or vermin. 

Ants
Some pesticides have to be given with the
feed water, others have to be dissolved in
water which the marihuana plant is then
sprayed with. There are also pesticides
that consist of poison granules or boxes
with a sweet but poisonous substance
inside. These special boxes are used for
fighting ants, but as they contain poison,
you should not put them in the vicinity of
the plants since the poisons can become
washed into the ground by rain and then

be absorbed by your marihuana plants –
with unpleasant consequences. The ants
enter the boxes and take the poisoned
payload back to their nest where it can do
its job of killing the ants. Harsh measures,
and many will ask themselves what harm
an ant can do. Ants seem to be pretty
innocent at first sight, but they move and
spread other pests  which can completely
infest our plants. In exchange for this, the
pests secrete a sweet, sticky matter that
ants love. An infestation can do a lot of
damage so we have to prevent the ants
from getting the chance to bring their little
friends to spread among our plants. Rather
than use boxes of poison you also can
wrap the stems of the plants with a special
tape that the ants stick to, working in
much the same way as flypaper. This tape

can be bought at most grow shops and at
garden centres. Sometimes a kettle of
boiling water poured over the nest can
take out the ants for you. But this method
often works only as a temporary solution,
plus you have to make sure that the
boiling water does not touch the roots of
the plant, which can be damaged so
severely that the whole plant dies.

Pests
Like I said, you can see that ants and pests
profit form each other, so where you see
one you often see the other. So if you see
a trail of ants walking over the stems and
side-branches, you know that there must
be pests around. A problem with minor
pest attacks is that when they are not yet
an infestation they can be hard to find. But
this is precisely the stage that you must
begin to fight them. If you don’t, then
within a week or two the plants will be
smothered with them. Fighting pests is
only effective if we fight the whole assault
and not just the obvious ones actually on
the marihuana plants. If we let the pests
on the other plants and bushes get away,
they will suck those plants dry first before
launching their dramatically increased

numbers on our marihuana-plants. This is
the growers’ nightmare, because you can
barely fight them any more. So it’s very
important to react to the first sign that
points to the presence of pests - even if
they are not on your plants. Make sure
that the pests are given no chance, no

toehold in the whole garden. I will explain
how we can fight pests; there are many
pesticides on the market, but like I said,
only use the biological ones.

Garlic
I also have had good experiences with a
very old but successful method, namely
the use of garlic. I got this recipe off a
traditional gardener, and it also works
against insects like red spider mite. It goes
like this: you put a few cloves of garlic
into a garlic press, you press them and let
them soak in hot water overnight. The
next day you put this liquid through a
sieve, so you can put it in a plant spray.
Then you will spray the plants with this
smelly water and you will see the pests
disappear as quickly as they came. You
must not only spray the upper parts of the
leaves, it is very important to spray the
under side also. If the pests do not go
away immediately, you might have to
repeat again until it works – which it will
eventually (and it’s very cheap). Don’t
worry that your weed might taste like
garlic; this will only happen if you spray
the plants just before you harvest. In the
blooming period you must not spray the

plants at all, because you increase the
chance on bud-rot.

Slugs
Other animals that can ravage your crops
are slugs and snails; the fat, orange slug is
especially voracious and attacks
marihuana plants particularly in the
summer, during or just after a heavy rain. I
once had the unpleasant experience of
having a whole marihuana plant - and this
was a really huge one - eaten by a bunch
of slugs in just one night. They prefer the
young shoots, and that’s where you can
see them: mostly on branches where leaf
buds are on. The slugs only come at night,
and going out then with a flashlight is a
very good way of finding them. Another
and easier method is to use jam jars half

filled with beer. You dig little holes around
the plant – taking care you do not damage
the roots - into which you place the jars.
The top of the jar has to be as high as the
ground around it. The jam jar is half filled
with beer, which has some magic
attraction to the slugs. The slimy vandals
will all head to these jars, fall in, and
drown in the beer (that’s why you don’t
fill the jars completely, or they would
crawl out again). I’ve killed hundreds of
slugs with this method, instead of having
to repeatedly buy expensive and non-
biological pesticides. 

I hope I have opened your eyes to some of
the alternatives to chemicals in this article. 

Fighting infestation by insects and other vermin

A young clone or seedling that comes under
attack from snails and/or insects and is
seriously damaged will never be able to
develop into a large, strong plant.

This is all that remains of what were
originally lovely, large leaves, after the
slugs and bugs have had their greedy ways
with them.

A gorgeous, full, large marihuana plant will
not only deliver a high quality weed;
because the plant is so large it is far better
able to withstand the attentions of insects.

Snails sometimes increase in abundance to
plague proportions. During the day they
can be hard to spot because they hide
themselves among the lowermost leaves.

Snails can create enormous damage.

This little bugger might seem pretty
innocent, but actually it can cause a lot of
damage to the leaves.

Before we know it this critter perforates all
the leaves. The large leaves then bulge out
from the many tiny holes!

Aphids are very annoying creatures. They
suck the nutritional sap of the plant, which
seriously retards its growth and blossoming.
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Adam Freeland
‘Fabriclive’ 16 (Fabric)

This eclectic live mix
from breaks dj. Adam
Freeland, comes as the
sixteenth release in the
successful series
stemming from the

Fabric club.Showcasing both established
and emerging talent, the series reflects the
diversity and energy of the club.
Unrestricted, each artist decides upon their
own concepts and what to include in their
mix. The pioneering work of Adam
Freeland has placed him as a centre stage
player on the breaks scene, and amongst
other flourishing projects, is set to tour
with Massive Attack later this year.  He
describes this mix as ...'' a selection of
tunes I drop at Fabric.  From rock through
breaks, deep house, drum n' bass, electro
and just general dirty deepness.''  Opening
with the buzz of live instrumentation -
guitars and drums from Black Rebel
Motorcycle Club with 'Loveburns', we
embark upon an energetic psychedelic
dance trip unhindered in it's port of call.
Deep bass resonance, trancing percussion
and Aesop Rock's punky feel original
vocals on 'Crooked' cross into the acidic
minimal beats of Evil Nine's remix of 'Pet'.
Incorporating the distinctive vocals of Ian
Brown, UNKLE feature with the Evil Nine
mix of 'Reign'.  Skankin', punky and funky
throughout, the album closes with a hard
hitting edge from Radioactive Man in
'Airlock'. With a top mix from Nitin
Sawhney preceding it and one from Andy
Weatherall following later this year,
Freeland is amongst good company in this
worthwhile series.

Lamb
Back To Mine (DMC)

Another fine selection
of tunes in the highly
listenable, prolific
'Back To Mine' series.
With it's title 'The
Voodoo Sessions', this

compilation is exploratory, far reaching
and soulful, perhaps reflecting the
intention motivating Lamb's own music.
Journeying from the deep space bass of
African Headcharge in 'Dinosaur's Lament'
through the twisted, raw blues of Doctor
John in 'I Walk On Gilded Splinters' and
the sexy raunch of a French version of
'Non, Non, Non' the Dawn Penn classic
sung here by Melaaz; onto the percussive

beauty of Nitin Sawhney in 'Prophesy' and
the uplifting tribal power of Nabintou
Diakite in 'Mali Music'.  This is the kind of
album that never becomes boring.

Compilation
Another Kind of Space 

(Worm Interface)

If you like things to be
a little on the strange
and unusual side then
this label is definately
for you.  This latest
release, 'Another Kind

of Space' features tunes from seven of the
label's artists, all being heady concoctions
for mad hatters. The album opens with
'Pigmaster' by Master Blaster with a clip
from Black Sabbath's 'War Pigs' distorted
like youv'e never heard it before.  In 'Lazy
Mum' by Himuro, hard phunk acid house
prevails, moving on into the very
unconventional  chilled territories of
Bedouin Ascent and Soma Dril. Usually a
contradiction in terms, this album
successfully manages to be hard core, easy
listening.

The Orb
Bicycles & Tricycles (The Hexus)

Well, how long has it
been since we had an
album from Alex
Patterson, aka The Orb?
It sure has been ages!
Tied up and trapped by

record company contract fuckery for years,
this new album, 'Bicycles & Tricycles', is
the first release that Alex has made
completely under his own steam, on his
own label and having total control.
Certainly not a disapointment, the album is
The Orb that we know and love - a
cleverly crafted cut up style audio montage
of music and spoken word inserts.  His
music has always had the effect of making
people ask 'what's this?', even though they
may have heard it many times before.
This is not because it fails to grip, or is
boring, but because it spaces you out so

much and is full of little details that like a
good film, you can hear it differently on
each listening.  In this, 'Bicycles &
Tricycles' is no exception. Largely held
together by mashed up dub bass lines,
percussive and warped out electronic
rhythms, The Orb makes a nonsense of the
idea of musical genres.  Here, he is
perhaps less afraid than before to visit dark
places.  With some strong reminders of
previous work coming through the mix
this album feels connected and part of a
natural progression.  The influence of the
great Brian Eno is particularly apparent in
'Kompania'.  'Tower Twenty Three' is an
out standing track with the inclusion of
another Patterson fave - the dance hall MC
style vocal. This album is definately worth
getting your hands on.

Compilation
Shiva Beats (Bar De Lune)

This is a seriously
chilled offering of
global fusion where
heady beats mingle
provocatively in space
with the flowing

sonorous magic of the east. Outstanding
tracks, for this listener are 'In This Drum A
Secret' by Eccodek with it's vocal strength,
the drifting melody of electronically
created tones in 'Chalmed' by Airbiscuit
and 'Indian Sunrise' by Alpha-X with it's
earthy chanting and lush female vocal.
This album is a perfect soundtrack for
those lazy hazy summer, halcyon daze and
nights.

Shystie
Diamond In The Dirt (Polydor)

Steppin' out of Hackney
and avin' it large style,
rude gyal Shystie is set
to make huge impact
with her debut album,
'Diamond In The Dirt'.

With her smash white label response to
Dizzee Rascal's 'I Luv U' and a hugely
successful tour with Basament Jaxx,

Shystie's music is described as '' ...like
Dizzee Rascal's futuristic vision given a
hard girl street style polish.'' With a fusion
of styles, million mile an hour chat lines
and pure in your face rudeness, Shystie is
not interested in the nicer side of life such
as boyfriends or lipstick,  she is coming
from the gut.  Unafraid, like a lioness in
the bush, Shystie is massively individual,
motivating and invigorating.  Only 21
herself, she is a wicked example to young
people of how to stand strong in your own
power.

Crystal Distortion
The Things I4M Not Supposed To Do

(www. expressillion.com)

Coming from the very
heart of the tekno party
and festival scene,
Crystal Distortion here
deliver a sample of the
works, usually

experienced in a live set kind of way at
parties.  With some good track titles such
as 'Am I A Pimp' and 'Cheeky Groover',
this is proper tekno that is modelled on
nothing, never repeats itself, never lies
down and always keeps you moving.
Funkyly anarchistic and funny, it keeps
you entertained as if it was a constantly
changing, all encompassing musical
picture.Equally at home when sounding
hardcore, psychedelic, minimalist or disco,
this album is BAAD!  Check out the
website.

Compilation
Hip Guide – Marrakesh (Hip Living)

This is first in a new
series from the Hip
Living label designed
to whisk you away to
the sexiest and most
desirable destinations

around the globe to use either as a  travel
companion or as an evocation of the
essence of the place. A spicy infusion of
Arab, African and European influences
this double cd. Marrakesh package
includes tracks from Fragile State,
Freedom Dancer and Al-pha-X.  In
'Tantalise' from Torres, Morrocan horns
clearly conjure the mysteries of the
Kasbah; flutes, the eternal call of the
mountains in 'Atlas Mountains' from
Seventh House Out. Look out for further
excursions in the Hip Guide Series
including Paris, Copenhagen,
Amsterdam and Rio.

HOT WAX
A STONED SELECTION

By Kaz Peet

MUSIC
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For the inexperienced grower from
seed, the germination period can be
one of stress, as he waits with baited
breath to see just what percentage of
his expensively purchased seed
actually germinates. To help get you a
little further on your way, here are the
three most common methods of
germination.

Seeds germinate best in a dark, moist
environment with a ground temperature
of between 21-22 C. degrees and an air
temperature somewhere around 23-26
degrees. Moisture and warmth are the
essential characteristics of any
successful method of germination.

The oldest method and the least used
among beginner level growers is in
fact the method that involves the seeds
being placed directly into the medium
in which they will grow. The seeds are
placed in a hole in the ground, 0.5-1
cm deep and well watered, preferably
with some root stimulator in the water.
Especially if you have a huge amount
of seed, then planting or sowing them
in this way makes sense. But if we're
only talking about a few tens of seeds
or less, I would not recommend using
it. The biggest problem with this
method is that you must add water so
that the seeds do not dry out, but if you
give them too much then they can rot,
or they take ages to eventually
germinate. An experienced grower
from seed will be able to use this
method with much success, but the
difference between making the medium
wet and it becoming soaked, and
keeping it right, is too great an
obstacle and many seeds have never
seen the light of day as a result.

The 'kitchen paper method' is the most
used and best known method of
germinating seeds and has a very good
percentage of successes. The seeds are
laid on a piece of paper which has the
ability to absorb moisture, such as
kitchen towel (or a wad of cotton wool
will do). The kitchen paper is made
damp with water dosed with root

stimulator, and the seeds very quickly
take up this moisture and begin to
germinate.

With this method you are best off
moving the tray or board with the
paper on it in to a dark room where it
is nice and warm. Warmth is of vital
importance in order to germinate seeds.

The ideal period in which to germinate
seeds is during the Spring and
Summer, when the outside temperature
is around 22-25 C. degrees. If you
think about it logically, it is going to
be a whole lot harder to get a high
success rate in the Winter if you do not
provide a warm environment in which
the seeds can be left to thrive. I have
used this method for a long time, but I
have to say I have not always been
happy with it. The difficulty with this
method is again keeping the seeds
damp enough. Too much moisture the
tiny root from the seed will grow more
slowly, so you have to let it dry out
just a little so the root shoots down in
search of more water. As you can
already guess, this is hard to gauge,
and before you know it you've let the
seed dry out too much.

If I use the kitchen paper method then
it is always with a warming mat. These
mats provide a constant temperature of
between 21-22 C. degrees, whereby the
water in the kitchen paper is warmed
and the seeds in turn can enjoy this
warmth. By using a warming mat you
can get a higher percentage of
successful germination, and it is
especially useful if you cannot provide
a warm space. The effect of warming
the water provides the same effect as
germination in a warmed room. The
moisture will of course evaporate and
you must take account of this and take
care not to let your seeds dry out (but
at the same time, still don't let them get
too wet).

Once the seeds have successfully
germinated they have to be planted,
and delicate roots are easily damaged.
Many clumsy growers succeed in
helping some of their seedlings along
the way to a non-start.

To finish, I'll tell about my own
method, one I have repeatedly
improved - the 'stone wool block
method'. So for a start you need some
stone wool blocks. These are small
cubes of stone wool which are
normally used for rooting cuttings in,
but they are very well suited to the task
of germinating seeds too.

First, I take a stone wool block and
place it in a dome. A dome is a plastic
box in which you can keep the air
moisture content high. In each stone
wool block I place a single seed and
lightly press it down with a pen so that
it reaches the bottom of the hole. I use
stone wool blocks in which there are
already holes made when you buy
them; with some blocks you have to
make your own. If you do have to
make your own, take a pencil and prick
a hole about 1.5 cm deep.

Once the seeds are planted I make the
stone wool blocks good and wet with
water (laced with root stimulator).
Make sure that not too much water is
left behind in the base of the dome.
The idea is that the stone wool blocks
are allowed to slowly dry out again so
that the root of the seed is obliged to
grow in search of more water. Drench
you stone wool blocks once and then
add no more water.

The dome is placed in a small box
about 1.5m x 60 cm in size, inside of
which it is pitch black. In this small
chest I place a small heater that will
keep the inside at a constant 25

degrees. I use a simple Bionaire heater.
Thanks to the warmth, my seeds
germinate amazingly quickly, and with
a higher percent success rate than with
other methods. After a few days I have
seedlings that are 5 cm high, and ready
to be planted. The advantage of stone
wool blocks is that they are very well
aerated and damp, but not too wet - in
short, an ideal place in which the seeds
can germinate.

Once the seedlings have emerged you
do need to give them light, otherwise
they will continue to elongate and they
will develop too long a stem.

Another big advantage in the method I
use is that you can easily plant the
stone wool blocks without disturbing
the roots. So it's much handier for
ham-fisted growers. In addition you do
not have any pots filled with soil with
a seed planted in it_ that never
emerges. The reason why the seeds
germinate so quickly is that by contrast
to the kitchen paper method, the roots
can sprout immediately in the medium
in which they will grow, the stone
wool blocks. With the kitchen paper
method you have to regularly check the
moisture level of the kitchen paper.
You don't need to do this with the
stone wool block method, simply water
once, stand back and wait until they
sprout.

So just 'wash 'n' grow' - it's easy, quick
and simple. I wish you all the success
in finding out if the stone wool block
method works as well for you!

DIY 

Three ways of getting
your seeds to sprout

Germination 'cross da nation
By Bart B.
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Grow report

Shared physical traits:

White Widow absolutely loves hydro. I
have never watched a plant grow so
quickly in the vegetative stage than these
girls. It was an amazing rate of growth.
After two weeks in the buckets, all of the
plants had stems as thick as the
circumference of a pound coin. The root
systems developed very quickly and nearly
reached the capacity of the buckets by the
end of their cycle. The speedy growth
compelled me to prune these plants very
aggressively. I literally trimmed a full
sized garbage bag. Pinching was a mistake
with this crop. The plants went sideways
in a hurry, forcing me to quickly tie down
certain branches to achieve decent light
penetration. The WW’s will definitely get
bushier and thicker when topped or
pinched.  
My cramped space unfortunately, was not
well suited to this condition and I paid for

it with poor bud development on the
lowermost branches. Due to this issue I
have re-designed my grow room to allow
more spacing between my plants. I am
convinced as ever that there is no
substitute for balanced light coverage. I’m
undecided if yield increased with all my
tweaking, but without pruning, these girls
will overrun your house. 
Training is very easy with this strain, as
the branches are very pliable and easy to
position. The fan leaves are gigantic and
numerous, making it a constant struggle to
maintain light to all of the areas of the
plant. For this reason I see the WW as a
great SCROG/SOG candidate.  Super
Cropping was effective with this strain and
it recovered quickly with minimal stress.
Care must be exercised when handling the
branches and leaf stems, as they are very
soft in the vegetative stage and easy to
damage if you are careless. I split more
than a few branches but they healed
quickly with very little lag time in growth. 

During the 12/12 stretch, the plants
surprised me with their relative short
stretch. Although they more than doubled
in length during flowering, I had expected
much more. Some of this may be due to
the excessive vegetation time. These plants
were all fairly mature before I went to a
12/12 light period. 
I guess I was envisioning a vicious stretch

based on their quick development in
vegetation. Instead these girls behaved like
typical Indica’s and sported a short, but
husky, appearance all the way to the end.
Stretch lasted until the 7th week of
flowering. Plant heights were similar
throughout and finished around 40”(102
cm). I have a feeling that there is a more
Sativa dominant phenotype within this
release that I have yet to discover.

Nutrient needs -Deficiencies

Germination/Vegetation

All five seeds germinated in five days or
less and growth rates were uniform. The
stems were not rigid enough initially to
support the weight of the plants. Adding
splints for support quickly solved the
problem and by week two they were able
to go unsupported. Keep a close eye on
light-to-plant distance, as they will stretch

very quickly if the light intensity is too
low. The cloning solution seemed more
than adequate for the first weeks. No
other food or supplement was used until
week three. As I said earlier, the plants
grow very quickly and will surprise you
each morning with their nightly progress. 

I encountered no significant nutrient
related issues during vegetation. Possibly
the most trouble-free crop that I have
ever had. The plants all stressed a little
during the first transplant and reacted
poorly to the HID initially. The plants
also reacted unfavorably to temperature
changes, so try to keep any changes to a
minimum in the early days of life. The
roots grow very quickly on this plant in
optimal conditions, so be prepared to
move them to individual containers soon
if that is your intent. I would recommend
going easy on the nutrients until you feel
that they are lagging and then bump it up
a bit. Unlike my previous crop, these
seem to perform better with a less is
more attitude concerning food. The plants
really didn’t smell much until the 4th
week. At that time I started to notice a
very strong odour. The odour is very
skunky and will carry for miles if you let
it. You will not be able to eliminate this
smell without using some form of odor
control; dryer sheets are not going to cut
it.

Flowering:

All of the plants flowered at around
18”(45cm) and my initial flowering
mixture was around 900 PPM. This was
too high in my opinion and resulted in
minor edge and tip burning on two of the
plants. After taking it down progressively
to 700, I think the plants were much
happier. I’m not convinced that higher
nutrients are beneficial in this case and I
will certainly be less aggressive the next
time around. I maintained 600–800
through week 8 and then diluted the
mixture to 0 gradually for flushing in the
following weeks. Bud sites appeared
roughly two weeks in and sex was evident
at around 10 days for my one
hermaphrodite, and at two weeks for the
remaining three females. The
hermaphrodite wannabe had shown
obvious stress during transplant and as a
result warranted my suspicion. Sure
enough, it turned to the dark side and was
quickly destroyed.

Phenotypes

There were two phenotypes in this crop
and they looked nothing alike. 

Pheno #1

This type was more Sativa dominant in
appearance and featured bright reddish-
purple calyxes and long very thick buds. It
matured a full two weeks ahead of the
others and yielded the most of the three.
This plant finished at 44” (112cm) tall and
was theoretically ready to cut at week 8; I
let it go longer hoping for more resin and
crystal production. Although the plant
finished very sticky, I doubt that the extra
time was worth it. Because of the quick
maturity and decent yield, this was the
better of the two phenotypes and I would
recommend keeping it if you come across
it, as the finished smoke is pretty good
stuff. Calyx to leaf ratio was average, but
there seemed to be quite a lot of trimming
and hash fixings at the end. 

Color: Bright green with dark red calyxes
that turned purple in week 4 of 12/12. 
Beauty: 10, Sweet looking colas and
leaves.
Ease of Grow: 10, great strain for a first
time grower.
Smell: 8+, Don’t grow this plant if you
can’t remove a great deal of odour.
Yield: decent - 120g.

Smoke Report

I have heard many conflicting reports on
WW and I wonder if that has to do with all
of the crossbreeding and different seed
banks. Regardless, here are my thoughts.
To be objective I cured the bud for a
minimum of two weeks in glass Mason
jars after a two week dry and smoked it in
a clean glass pipe, which really is the best
way. The buds burn very well leaving only
a fine white ash behind. They are very
tight and one good-sized nugget will get 4
people very high. The taste is unique and
hard to describe. Some skunkiness yet too
sweet to be Afghan. A very slight citrus
after taste that isn’t unappealing but
doesn’t make you crave it like the berry or
haze strains do. This is sleeper herb, and
sneaky at that. The tendency is to smoke
more than you need only to find yourself
impossibly stoned. My eyes got a little

From seed to harvest, final
Okay, so now that I have looked over my scribbling and dried all of the bud, I will
offer up some observations on this strain. As usual I would like to say that a
handful of plants hardly constitutes a fair and scientific investigation and more
thorough growing is needed to make anything more than general conclusions. On a
good note, I found this strain to be very stable and all plants were fairly uniform
and similar in requirements and appearance barring the obvious color and leaf
variation. With that in mind, here are some of my findings:
By Aja

To be a successful grower you must be a bit of a

nurturer, but at the same time you need to use

common sense and avoid tinkering with your

plants except when necessary

Feminised White Widow
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puffy and cottonmouth set in shortly after
the first hit. After two hits from my
SteamRoller, I am ready to sit out for a
while. Not trippy, but very tingly and
cerebral. I have come up with several cool
ideas while under its influence, now if I
can only get motivated to act on them.
The taste is average, but should get better
with a longer cure. The high is very
reflective and can fuel some very
interesting late night conversations. No
munchies or other side effects were
encountered other than the eyes and
cottonmouth mentioned earlier.

Potency: 8, coming from me, that is pretty
high.
Taste: 5, not too good, not too bad.
High: 7, above average, good daytime
buzz, not a sleep aid.
Desirability: 6, way too much out there
that is better and finishes quicker.
Social Liability: 0, A good up high with
minimal physical impairment. 
Paranoia: 0, No paranoia at all.
Friend Maker: 9, Very social weed that
offers a good time for all.

Pheno #2

The last two plants I flowered and the one
straggler that I kept in vegetation, fall into
this category. They all lagged about two
weeks behind phenotype #1 and yielded
less at the end. The calyx to leaf ratio was
poor. Bud sites were small and surrounded
by legions of fan and shade leaves. Just
keeping even light exposure became a
nightmare requiring numerous pruning
sessions and creative uses of string.  Not a
spectacular yield by my standard and they
matured much too slowly in flowering for
my tastes. Both flowered plants were
nearly identical in yield and final size.  In
a bigger grow this phenotype wouldn’t
have made the cut, not enough buds for
the amount of leaf material, and they just
didn’t keep up with the others.

Color: Dark green leaves and calyxes, with

bright red hairs at harvest.
Beauty: 10, Very pretty leaves and bud
formations.
Ease of Grow: 10, no problem.
Smell: 8+, Skanky..
Yield: Average, 80-90g.

Smoke Report

These buds took a long time to dry, even
now as they cured, they are still damp with
resin and very sticky to the touch. The
nuggets are not as dense as phenotype #1
and mash together very easily when
handled. The smell is wonderful and I look
forward to opening the jars up each day
for that initial blast of MJ goodness.
The nuggets burn very evenly and reflect
the thoroughness of my flush. The stone
hits you immediately and the taste is quite
pleasant. A tasty mixture of spice and pine,
with a hint of fruit. The high is body in
nature and quickly extends to your face,
legs and arms. Your joints quickly go
numb and the rest of your body follows
rapidly. It’s like being immobile but your
mind is clear as a bell. Unusual in that you
think you are okay until you take a step
and think better of it. Not a true couch-
lock, but close. No nasty side effects, but
there is a mildly unpleasant aftertaste that
may or not disappear with more curing.
Overall a nice smoke, with muscle
relaxing and face numbing tendencies.

Potency: 8
Taste: 7, may get higher rating in future.
Smell: 9, very pungent and strong. Prepare
to smell like weed.
High: 7, body high with clear head. 
Desirability: 5, poor yield, too many
leaves.
Social Liability: Not good for social
smoking, motivational vacuum.
Paranoia: 0
Friend Maker: 10+, Great gift for friends
in need of medicine. 

Summary

White Widow is another one of those
famous strains that I had wanted to grow
for some time. The lack of clear
information on WW was frustrating, but
overall I feel it is an excellent plant that
requires a good deal of growing to find
that elusive ‘killer phenotype’. The
stability of the strain and the relative ease
of the crop encouraged me. First time
growers should definitely give this one a
shot. Expect a few lemons in the group,
but even the lemonade isn’t too bad.

The plants were happy with lighter
nutrients in vegetation and flowering and
will reward you with fantastic rates of
growth if given the right balance. These
are very responsive plants that quickly tell
you if there is a problem. I managed to
shock one into Hermieville, but that was
my fault and I don’t associate the event
with the strain, rather, the stress coupled
with feminized seeds was the culprit. 
Yield was above average from phenotype
#1 and average for phenotype #2. 
I believe that pinching increased the yield
on phenotype #1 but might have been
harmful to #2. A SCROG would optimize
this strain and pull out a higher yield. 
Like I mentioned before, this is a very
quick growing plant that requires
maintenance throughout the vegetative
period. Left to its own devices, it could
easily overgrow the world. Colour
appeared on the one phenotype but the
others remained dark green with a heavy
coating of resin. It is impossible to come
away from these plants during flowering
without a strong odour of dank. Even
brushing your bare skin against the buds
produces slight tingling and numbness to
the affected area. From that perspective,
these are the most resinous and naughty
plants I have grown. 
The clones I took rooted very quickly and
seemed to grow well after the initial shock
period was over. Care must be taken to
properly support them early on, as they are
very pliable and easily bent. All six rooted
within ten days and were ready for
transplanting. A harvest time of 8 weeks
was probably optimal for phenotype #1
and 10 weeks turned the others into couch
lock. I would think 8 weeks max for the
types I grew; the additional two weeks had
little benefit other than a slight increase in
Resin/CBN’s. The trichomes are easily
visible and can be observed without
magnification, even in the early stages. I
would still advise using a magnifying lens
to be accurate.

600 watt HPS versus 400 watt
MH/HPS

I can say without a doubt that the 600
produced much tighter and larger buds
than the 400. Although the lower temps
were nice, the longer flowering time and
poor light penetration of the 400 in
comparison, made me decide to use the
600 for flowering in the future. The 400
MH was awesome in vegetation and
contributed to the overall speed of the
crop. I found a remarkable increase in both
quantity and speed of vegetative growth
while using the lamp and this made me
wonder whether I really want that much
leaf material? Jury is still out on this one; I
will have to do more than one crop with
the MH to make any definitive
conclusions.

General Hydroponics Hard
Water Micro 

I used the Hard Water nutrients this time
in an effort to reduce my dependence on
distilled water. I found no difference in
performance at all. I maintained water
quality with daily fresh water and adjusted
the pH and PPM levels as required. 
I also elected to go through flowering
while doing only one water change. This
seemed to have no effect on the plants
whatsoever. I added nutrients manually to
all three buckets when needed and added

fresh water periodically to keep salt levels
down. The main difference I found with
the hard water versus distilled was the
amount of pH up or down that was needed
to adjust the water. Hard water requires
around three times the amount that
distilled water does to affect the same
change. I did flush with distilled water at
the end, due to the stockpile I had on hand.
In the future I will probably continue with
my tap water and just hoard the pH down.

I have come across a bunch of tasty strains
in the last month and will be growing
multiple varieties this time around. Hope
to fill my closet up.

Take care
Aja
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A word from the publisher:

The UK government has embarked on a
process of relative liberalisation towards the
use of cannabis, and cannabis activists are
engaged in broadening this engagement.
Several local councils and police chiefs now
actively support a Dutch-style coffeeshop
system as a way of separating soft and hard
drugs, as it has proven to do in Holland.
Whether they are finding their way to new
coffeeshops or growing for their personal
supply, cannabis users are a menace to no one,
and are causing no discernable social problem.
Some politicians and commentators are calling
for the outright legalisation of marihuana. Let's
wait and see how the debate develops during a
period of relative peace between all sides of
the argument. In the meantime, the publisher
hopes Soft Secrets will show the public a
positive side to the normalisation of cannabis
use, and is anxious to offer a forum to both
pro- and anti-legalisation advocates. This
assumes that the publisher does not necessarily
agree with everything that appears in articles
and advertisements. The publisher therefore
distances himself explicitly from published
statements or images that might give the
impression that an endorsement is being made
for the use or production of cannabis.

Nothing from this publication may be copied
or reproduced in any format without prior
permission from the publisher and other
copyright holders. The publisher is not
responsible for the content and/or point of
view of advertisements. The editors take no
responsibility for unsolicited submissions.
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